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Subjects and Genres

Form and Genre Types

Brochures
Clippings (information artifacts)
Press releases
Programs
Collection Description

Scope
The Vertical Files (1900s-2000s, 182 cubic ft.) documents a variety of events, people, and institutions related to Purdue University, the Greater Lafayette area, and Indiana.

The files are an artificial collection created by Karnes Archives and Special Collections to record the history and significant events surrounding a variety of topics. The most prominent subjects include Purdue buildings, alumni, faculty, staff, fraternities, sororities, athletics, departments, libraries, university presidents, students, and student life. The collection was periodically added to by ASC staff until 2008. The files contain primarily newspaper articles, but also feature excerpts from books, press releases, and other document types. Most documents are facsimiles. The files are organized alphabetically by subject.

Descriptive Rules Describing Archives: A Content Standard

Processing Information
Most newsprint has been photocopied and in most cases original newspaper clippings have been discarded. Some clippings containing images of people or color graphics, or front pages of newspapers, have been preserved for display purposes, with photocopies made available for research.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLECTION

4H – see – AGRICULTURE – COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE or AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF—DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT AND AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

A.A.U.P. – see – AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS – A.A.U.P.

A.C.O.R.N. (Alternative Control Outreach Research Network)


A.I.D.S. (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)

ABORTION

ACADEMIC ACCREDITATION

ACADEMIC ADVISING/ADVISORS

ACADEMIC BOOT CAMP

ACADEMIC DECATHALON—see—STATE ACADEMIC DECATHALON

ACADEMIC FACILITIES FOUNDATION

ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP FORUM

ACADEMIC RANK

ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

ACADEMIC REINVESTMENT PROGRAM

ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER (School of Liberal Arts)

ACADEMY PARK (Dedication 4/26/97)

ACKERMAN CENTER FOR DEMOCRATIC CITIZENSHIP (James F. Ackerman Center)

ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME – see – A.I.D.S.

ADAPTIVE LEARNING PROGRAMS (ALPS)

ADAPTIVE PROGRAMS (In office of Dean of Students)
ADDY AWARDS (given for outstanding advertisement campaign)

ADE, GEORGE – see -- ALUMNI -- ADE, GEORGE

ADMINISTRATION

ADMINISTRATIVE AND PROFESSIONAL STAFF ADVISORY COMMITTEE (APSAC)

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS, FREEHAFER, LYTLE J.

ADMISSIONS, OFFICE OF – see also – ENROLLMENT

ADULT EDUCATION – see – CONTINUING EDUCATION – ADULT EDUCATION – see also – CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

ADULTS & CHILDREN TOGETHER AGAINST VIOLENCE (ACT)


AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS

AERONAUTICS CORPORATION

AESTHETICS IN TECHNOLOGY – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF (PRIVATELY FUNDED PURDUE PROGRAM TO STIMULATE AESTHETIC AWARENESS OF THE ENGINEERING STUDENT)

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (includes Affirmative Action Office)

AFGHANISTAN – KABUL UNIVERSITY – REBUILDING (agreement signed 2/13/02)

AFGHANISTAN, KING OF (visit to Purdue, Sept 1963)

AFRICAN AMERICANS AT PURDUE

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

AG ALUMNI – see – ALUMNI – AG ALUMNI

AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
AGRICULTURAL AIR QUALITY TEAM (Purdue, launched 1993)

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – AGRICULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING (as of May 19, 1995)

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION – see – AGRICULTURE – AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

AGRICULTURAL GENOMICS CORE FACILITY

AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION CENTER (AICC)

AGRICULTURAL MALL

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH PROGRAMS

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF—BANGLORE, INDIA

AGRICULTURAL WEATHER SERVICE

AGRICULTURE – GENERAL

AGRICULTURE – AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

AGRICULTURE – FARMS

AGRICULTURE – INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF (1958-2000s)

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF--AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – AGRICULTURE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF—AGRICULTURE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – AGRONOMY

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – ALUMNI, DISTINGUISHED

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – ANIMAL SCIENCES

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF—ANIMAL SCIENCES—DISTINGUISHED ANIMAL SCIENCES ALUMNI [2001+]

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – BIOCHEMISTRY

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – BOTANY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – CALENDAR

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE (1961+)

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF—COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE—AWARDS

AGRICULTURE – COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE – EDEN (Extension Disaster Education Network)

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT AND AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (combines three programs in the School of Agriculture: Agricultural Communication, Agricultural Education and 4-H Youth Development)

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – ENTOMOLOGY

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – FOOD SCIENCE

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – FORESTRY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – HONORARIES

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – HORTICULTURE AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (9/97)

AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – NEWS BRIEFS

AGRICULTURE, DEAN OF—see also—AGRICULTURE (General)

AGRONOMY -- see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – AGRONOMY
AIESEC (French acronym / translates to International Association of Students for Business in Economics)

AIM SUMMER RESEARCH PROGRAM

AIR FORCE – see – R.O.T.C. – AIR FORCE

AIR RACE CLASSIC (AVIATION TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS) – see also – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF—AVIATION TECHNOLOGY
AIR TRANSPORTATION CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE (Purdue partner)

AIRPORT, PURDUE (1942+)

AIRPORT, PURDUE (Aviation Day, June 13, 1911)

AIRPORT, PURDUE (Dept of Aviation Technology Students/Instructor Crash, Sept 12, 1997)

AIRPORT, PURDUE—HISTORIC AEROSPACE SITE—DEDICATION JUNE 25, 2005

AKERS, HOWARD E. (PURDUE MARCH) – see – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – BANDS

ALAMO BOWL – see – ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL – ALAMO BOWL

ALCOHOL AND DRUGS

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (served catered campus functions 1/98)

ALFRED MANN INSTITUTE FOR BIOMEDICAL DEVELOPMENT

ALIVE@PURDUE (suicide prevention program)

ALLIANCE FOR INDIANA'S FUTURE

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – HONOR SOCIETIES

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

ALPHA ZETA – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – HONORARIES

ALTERNATIVE, THE
ALUMNI, GENERAL – see also – GALA WEEK—see also—DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI (note: groups precede individuals; individuals are filed alphabetically)
ALUMNI (A)

ALUMNI- Abbot, Donald W. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Able, Brett (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Abel, Steven R
ALUMNI- Appino, James B.
ALUMNI- Carnaghi, Angelo J.
ALUMNI- Cloyd, James C.
ALUMNI- Hurley, Laurence H.
ALUMNI- Abernathy, Carl
ALUMNI- Acheson, Melissa S.
ALUMNI- Achgil, Dawn
ALUMNI- Achgil, Kenneth (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Adams Douglas
ALUMNI- Adams, Norb
ALUMNI- Adams, Paul
ALUMNI- Adams, Sean Patrick
ALUMNI- Aday, Lu Ann (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Ade, Emmet
ALUMNI- Aebi, Bernice
ALUMNI- Al-Abbas, Baddr
ALUMNI- Albright, Albert G.
ALUMNI- Alderfer, Randell Lee
ALUMNI- Aldridge, Delores
ALUMNI- Alender, James
ALUMNI- Alenduff, Phillip D.
ALUMNI- Alexander, George E.
ALUMNI- Alexander, John and Anna Margaret
ALUMNI- Alford, Brian (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Alkire, Clark E.
ALUMNI- Allen, Bernie
ALUMNI- Allen, Ian (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Allen, Joseph
ALUMNI- Allen, Ted (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Allen, William E.
ALUMNI- Allison, Kent
ALUMNI- Allmon, Charles (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Alsop, Morgan (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Alstott, Mike (39 articles)
ALUMNI- Anderson, Barbara
ALUMNI- Anderson, Byron
ALUMNI- Alumni
ALUMNI- Anderson, George J. (1 article)
ALUMNI- Anderson, Robert L.
ALUMNI- Andrews, Chris
ALUMNI- Andrews, Eric
ALUMNI- Antreasian, Pete
ALUMNI- Armstrong, Chuck
ALUMNI- Armstrong, Otis (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Armstrong, W. Dwight
ALUMNI- Arth, Betty A
ALUMNI- Arthur, Mary Alice
ALUMNI- Ash, Charles R.
ALUMNI- Ashford, Orlando D.
ALUMNI- Ashur, Salwa
ALUMNI- Atkins, William A.
ALUMNI- Atkinson, Donald E.
ALUMNI- Atkinson, Francis E
ALUMNI- Atwell, Kathy
ALUMNI- Augustyniak, Mike
ALUMNI- Ault, Janet C.
ALUMNI- Austin, Chad
ALUMNI- Axton, Theodore P.
ALUMNI- Ayers, Howard
ALUMNI- Ayodele, Akin (2 articles)

ALUMNI (B)
ALUMNI- Bacon, Shi
ALUMNI- Badylak, Janine Siebert
ALUMNI- Baffour-Senkyire, J.K.
ALUMNI- Bailey, Phoebe L.
ALUMNI- Baitinger, Stacey
ALUMNI- Baker, Dr. Merl
ALUMNI- Bales, John
ALUMNI- Bardach, Richard W. (2 articles
ALUMNI- Bardon, Jeb
ALUMNI- Barker, Bruce
ALUMNI- Barker, Christopher
ALUMNI- Barnard, Lavonne R.
ALUMNI- Barnes, Erich
ALUMNI- Barnes, Thomas V. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Barr, Jerome A.
ALUMNI- Barr, Jerry
ALUMNI- Barr, Julia
ALUMNI- Barrett, Alan H.
ALUMNI- Barrett, Nate
ALUMNI- Basketball Men
ALUMNI- Bastnagel, Erin (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Bateman, Robert E.
ALUMNI- Batt, William L.
ALUMNI- Batz, Kathleen
ALUMNI- Bauer, Scott
ALUMNI- Baugh, C.A.
ALUMNI- Baumgardt, Heather
ALUMNI- Bayh, Birch (6 articles)
  ALUMNI- Bayley, Bill & Sue
  ALUMNI- Bayley, Sue
ALUMNI- Bayley, Bill & Sue
ALUMNI- Beasley, Marjorie A.
ALUMNI- Beatley, Phil
ALUMNI- Bechtel, Stephen (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Beck, Lawrence “Sonny”
ALUMNI- Beck, Nancy J.
ALUMNI- Becker, Bob
ALUMNI- Beckner, Eric
ALUMNI- Beineke, Elaine
ALUMNI- Beirne, Jim
ALUMNI- Belcher, Bradley (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Bell, Dr. Cornell A. (6 pamphlets)
ALUMNI- Bellish, Arthur D.
ALUMNI- Belter, Stephen E.
ALUMNI- Belz, David
ALUMNI- Benedyk, Chris
ALUMNI- Bennett, Annabelle
ALUMNI- Bennett, John C.
ALUMNI- Bentley, Harry (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Benzer, Seymour
ALUMNI- Berdis, Albert J.
ALUMNI- Berg, Eugene P.
ALUMNI- Bergren, Paul
ALUMNI- Berlier Jr., John C.
ALUMNI- Berlin, Dr. Don R.
ALUMNI- Bernath, Donald
ALUMNI- Berning, Ryan
ALUMNI- Berninger, Dr. Douglas
ALUMNI- Berry, Herman
ALUMNI- Berry, Max L.
ALUMNI- Berry, Richard
ALUMNI- Bettis, Tom
ALUMNI- Betts, John
ALUMNI- Beyers, Billy W.
ALUMNI- Bibbins, Eugene B.
ALUMNI- Bick, Jacqueline
ALUMNI- Bihlman, Judith
ALUMNI- Billerbeck, Fred
ALUMNI- Billiard, Maxine
ALUMNI- Binder, Gordon M.
ALUMNI- Bindley, William E. (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Birchfield, Robert B.
ALUMNI- Birck, Michael (4 articles)
ALUMNI- Bishop, Jerauld (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Bishop, Richard E.
ALUMNI- Bissinger, Mark (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Bittner, Brian
ALUMNI- Bixler, J.E.
ALUMNI- Blackburn, Esther R.
ALUMNI- Blacklidge, R.H.
ALUMNI- Blackman, Jon (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Blake Jr., Norman P. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Blalock, Roger
ALUMNI- Blank, Okla J.
ALUMNI- Blevins, Wm. & Wilsman, N.
ALUMNI- Blewett, Donald A.
ALUMNI- Bock Jr., Capt. Charles C.
ALUMNI- Boehm, John
ALUMNI- Boesch, Christopher
ALUMNI- Bolinger, Diane Bosse
ALUMNI- Boller, Ernest
ALUMNI- Bolyard-Schnepp, Betty
ALUMNI- Bonnell, Ryan
ALUMNI- Bonner, Greg
ALUMNI- Bonner, Joseph (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Bonnet, Donald D.
ALUMNI- Bonney, Steve
ALUMNI- Booker, Wayne (2 articles, 1 memorial tribute)
ALUMNI- Boonstra, Henry G.
ALUMNI- Boots, Maurice J.
ALUMNI- Bordenets, Tim
ALUMNI- Borges, Gino
ALUMNI- Borst, Dan
ALUMNI- Bothel, John V.
ALUMNI- Bottom, Edward S.
ALUMNI- Bowen, Robert L. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Bower, Rosemary
ALUMNI- Bowers, Rev. Jack M.
ALUMNI- Bowlus, Glenn (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Bowman, Andy
ALUMNI- Bowman, Christopher (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Anita Bowser (4 articles)
ALUMNI- Boxell, Kenneth C.
ALUMNI- Boyce, Steve
ALUMNI- Boyd, Thomas
ALUMNI- Bozzo, Michael Todd
ALUMNI- Braddock, John
ALUMNI- Bradfield, Kenneth W.
ALUMNI- Bradley, David J. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Bradford, Keeney
ALUMNI- Bradley, Donald Ray
ALUMNI- Bradshaw, Gen. John O (4 articles)
ALUMNI- Bramble, William C.
ALUMNI- Brand, Jerry (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Brand, Velma (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Brant, Wally
ALUMNI- Brant, William
ALUMNI- Bratt, John A.
ALUMNI- Brees, Drew (125 articles)
ALUMNI- Brenner, Eliott
ALUMNI- Bridges Jr., Roy D.
ALUMNI- Brey, Laurin
ALUMNI- Bringer, Robert P.
ALUMNI- Brock, Richard A.
ALUMNI- Brookbank, Robert L.
ALUMNI- Brown, Carl E.
ALUMNI- Brown Jr., Frank (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Brown Herbert
ALUMNI- Brown, Stan
ALUMNI- Brownfield, Corey
ALUMNI- Browning William J. (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Buck, Jeremy (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Buckles, Judith A. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Buechley, Gina
ALUMNI- Buehler, John L.
ALUMNI- Buettner, William O.
ALUMNI- Buening, Dr. Gerald
ALUMNI- Bui, Phiet
ALUMNI- Burget, Wilmer
ALUMNI- Burke, Morgan
ALUMNI- Burnham, Donald C.
ALUMNI- Burrell, Bart (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Burruss, Pepper
ALUMNI- Burton, Linda L.
ALUMNI- Busch, Kelly
ALUMNI- Buscher, Brett
ALUMNI- Bush, John A.
ALUMNI- Bushfield Jr., Louis S.
ALUMNI- Busick, Capt. Paul E.
ALUMNI- Busse, Gary
ALUMNI- Butcher, Dale R.
ALUMNI- Butler, Kelly
ALUMNI- Butz, Dave
ALUMNI- Byers, James E.
ALUMNI- Byrnes, Scott

ALUMNI (C)
  ALUMNI- Caldwell, David
  ALUMNI- Callaghan, Frank J.
  ALUMNI- Callahan, Swarts
  ALUMNI- Callis, Jerry J.
  ALUMNI- Callis, Jerry J.
  ALUMNI- Campagna, David J. (2 articles)
  ALUMNI- Cannon, Thomas C.
  ALUMNI- Canty, Colleen (2 articles)
  ALUMNI- Capp, Roger
  ALUMNI- Caraway, Elbert
  ALUMNI- Cardinal, Brian (12 articles)
  ALUMNI- Carish, Tim
  ALUMNI- Carithers, Samuel (2 articles)
  ALUMNI- Carroll, Joe Barry (2 articles)
  ALUMNI- Carroll, Joseph A
  ALUMNI- Carroll, Raymond
  ALUMNI- Castell, John
  ALUMNI- Casteel, Ryan
  ALUMNI- Castor, Arnold J.
  ALUMNI- Catavolos, George
  ALUMNI- Chang, JoMei
  ALUMNI- Chase, Dusti
  ALUMNI- Chen, Tan Sun “Mark”
  ALUMNI- Chang, Thomas
  ALUMNI- Chen, Ming-Hui
  ALUMNI- Cheng, Joseph S
  ALUMNI- Chenoweth, Bob
  ALUMNI- Chezem, Ann
  ALUMNI- Chezem, Patricia Ann
  ALUMNI- Choudary, Rida A.
  ALUMNI- Christensen, Naomi
  ALUMNI- Chu, Po Young
  ALUMNI- Church, Deidra
  ALUMNI- Church, Paul B
  ALUMNI- Churchwell, Jaala
  ALUMNI- Cimarusti, Christopher M.
  ALUMNI- Cimino, Virginia Creson (2 articles)
  ALUMNI- Cioni, Jennifer
  ALUMNI- Clark Howard (2 articles)
  ALUMNI- Clark, A. Rosalind
  ALUMNI- Clapper, Jeffrey L. (2 articles)
| ALUMNI - Clark Chris                           |
| ALUMNI - Clark, Marjorie                      |
| ALUMNI - Clawson, Curt (2 articles)           |
| ALUMNI - Clawson, Amy                         |
| ALUMNI - Clawson, Bill                        |
| ALUMNI - Clem, Nancy G.                       |
| ALUMNI - Cliff, Margaret L. (2 articles)      |
| ALUMNI - Clodjeaux, William C.                |
| ALUMNI - Coapstick, Robert K.                 |
| ALUMNI – Coats, Norm                          |
| ALUMNI – Coburn, Edward                       |
| ALUMNI – Cochran, Dwight (DVM73)              |
| ALUMNI – Cochren, Donald Ray                  |
| ALUMNI – Cochran, Shirley                     |
| ALUMNI – Coffing, Thomas H.                   |
| ALUMNI – Cole, Estelle P.                     |
| ALUMNI – Cole, Lisa Jahner                    |
| ALUMNI – Coleman, Earl                        |
| ALUMNI – Collen, Nicki                        |
| ALUMNI – Collins, Galen F. (2 articles)       |
| ALUMNI – Colvin, Rosevelt (12 articles)       |
| ALUMNI – Colwell, Rita R. (5 articles)        |
| ALUMNI – Comingore, Robert                    |
| ALUMNI – Conn, Dan                            |
| ALUMNI – Conner, Rick                         |
| ALUMNI – Cookman, Kevin                       |
| ALUMNI – Cooley, Robert J. (2 articles)       |
| ALUMNI – Cooper, Camille (3 articles)         |
| ALUMNI – Copanas, Brian                       |
| ALUMNI – Copeland, Mary Kay                   |
| ALUMNI – Corbett, Dr. William H.              |
| ALUMNI – Cordier, William                     |
| ALUMNI – Corn, Prentice R.                    |
| ALUMNI – Corrigan, Robert                     |
| ALUMNI – Clark, Charles H.                    |
| ALUMNI – Clark, Chris                         |
| ALUMNI – Cory, Wayne (2 articles)             |
| ALUMNI - Coughlin, James                      |
| ALUMNI – Coulson, Zoe                         |
| ALUMNI – Covalt, Robert B.                    |
| ALUMNI – Cox, Sandra                          |
| ALUMNI – Cox, Tom (2 articles)                |
| ALUMNI – Coy, Chad (2 articles)               |
| ALUMNI – Craig, Linda L.                      |
| ALUMNI – Coyner, Michael J.                   |
| ALUMNI – Craig, Mark (3 articles)             |
ALUMNI - Craig, Nicholas L.
ALUMNI – Criswell, Casey
ALUMNI – Crane, Ruth
ALUMNI - Crecelius, Susan
ALUMNI- Crites, Samuel M.
ALUMNI- Crowe, Andrew
ALUMNI – Crooks, Robert W.
ALUMNI – Cudzik’s Walt
ALUMNI – Culp, Kathryn K.
ALUMNI – Cunningham, Carson (2 articles)
ALUMNI – Cunningham, Dr. James
ALUMNI – Cunningham, Thomas
ALUMNI – Curiel, Carolyn (2 articles)

ALUMNI (D-E)
   ALUMNI- Daggy, Robert A.
ALUMNI- Dailey, Kara
ALUMNI- Daily, Jewell T.
ALUMNI- Dale, Anita
ALUMNI- Dalton, Robert A.
ALUMNI- Daniels, Chris
ALUMNI- Dalniels, Doug
ALUMNI- Danielson, Gary (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Dantico, William M
ALUMNI- Dasgupta, Purnendu
ALUMNI- Data, Sharon P.
ALUMNI- Dauch, Richard (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Daugherty, Dorothea
ALUMNI- Davidson, Dan
ALUMNI- Davis, Francis H.
ALUMNI- Davis, George Ade
ALUMNI- Davis, Henry F.
ALUMNI- Davis, Jamaal
ALUMNI- Davis, James L.
ALUMNI- Davis, M. Dale
ALUMNI- Davis, William C.
ALUMNI- Davis- Hayes, Kenya (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Dawson, Joseph S.
ALUMNI- Dawson, Len
ALUMNI- Deadman, Robert
ALUMNI- Deane, Willie
ALUMNI- Deardorff, Frank W.
ALUMNI- Decker, Jack
ALUMNI- DeFord, John (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Defosset, Donald
ALUMNI- Dierking, Scott (2 articles)
ALUMNI- DeLalio, George M.
ALUMNI- Dellinger, Joseph M.
ALUMNI- Delp, James R.
ALUMNI- DeMoss, Bob (2 articles)
ALUMNI- DeMars, Richard (2 articles)
ALUMNI- DeMars, Dan R.
ALUMNI- Demerly, William A.
ALUMNI- Deng, Jiaxian
ALUMNI- DeNicola, Dennis
ALUMNI- DeRocco, Andrew Gabriel
ALUMNI- DeSutter, Dan
ALUMNI- Deverman, Jerone N. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Deverman, Wona Dodge
ALUMNI- Devine, Mary
ALUMNI- DeYoung, Stephanie
ALUMNI- Dicken, Billy (4 articles)
ALUMNI- Dicks, Michelle Marie
ALUMNI- Dickson, Brent E. (9 articles)
ALUMNI- Dienhart, Ralph E
ALUMNI- Dildine, Sharon
ALUMNI- Dill, James
ALUMNI- Dill, Thomas F.
ALUMNI- Dillard, Mel
ALUMNI- Dimmich, Harold C.
ALUMNI- Dischinger, Terry (4 articles)
ALUMNI- Dishman, Cris (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Disney, Walt
ALUMNI- Do, Tuong
ALUMNI- Dodson, Jim (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Doherty, Frank
ALUMNI- Dolick, Vincent W.
ALUMNI- Dolinkso, Dr. Paul
ALUMNI- Dollens, Ronald W.
ALUMNI- Dora, James E. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Dorn, Gordon
ALUMNI- Dorrenbacher, C.J. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Dorsch, Travis (19 articles)
ALUMNI- Doster, Susan E.
ALUMNI- Douglas, Johnson E. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Douglas, Katie (18 articles)
ALUMNI- Douglas, Michael
ALUMNI- Downham-Miller, Sally
ALUMNI- Dowell, Anthony
ALUMNI- Doyle, J. Edward
ALUMNI- Doyle, Lyn
ALUMNI- Drake, Virgil G.
ALUMNI - Dudding, Carrie
ALUMNI - Dudding, Melody
ALUMNI - Duerstock, Brad (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Duff, Helen L.
ALUMNI - Duhart, Michelle
ALUMNI - Dull, Bill
ALUMNI - Dull, David
ALUMNI - Dunn, John R.
ALUMNI - Durham, Debbie
ALUMNI - DuVal, David A.
ALUMNI - Duxbury, Tom (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Dworecki, Amie
ALUMNI - Dye, George (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Dykhuizen, Edward
ALUMNI - Dykhuizen, Betty
ALUMNI - Dykhuizen, John Gerrard (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Eagin, Laura
ALUMNI - Early, Johnnie L. (3 articles)
ALUMNI - Eberle, Douglas
ALUMNI - Ebershoff, Fred H.
ALUMNI - Ebert, Andrew G.
ALUMNI - Eckart, Laurie Kay
ALUMNI - Ecker, Carol
ALUMNI - Eddleman, Julie
ALUMNI - Eddleman, Robert
ALUMNI - Eddy, Mark F.
ALUMNI - Eden, Tom (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Edwards, Genyne
ALUMNI - Edwards, J. Pierre
ALUMNI - Edwards, Ray (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Egler, Jessica
ALUMNI - Ehrman, Paul David
ALUMNI - Ehrlich, Jerry
ALUMNI - Eisenbarth, Richard
ALUMNI - Eldridge, Bruce F.
ALUMNI - Elkas, Robert W. (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Elliott, Edward (4 articles)
ALUMNI - Embry, Jennifer (4 articles)
ALUMNI - Engel, Wendy L
ALUMNI - Erb, Charles E.
ALUMNI - Eskew, Mike (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Essex, Lewis W.
ALUMNI - Evander, Edward (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Evans, Patricia A. (2 articles)
ALUMNI - Evans, Robert
ALUMNI - Everett, Jim (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Ezra, Bernice Harness (3 articles)

ALUMNI (F-G)
ALUMNI- Faerber, George
ALUMNI- Fansler, Percival Elliott
ALUMNI- Farmwald, Mike
ALUMNI- Farrell, Charles W.
ALUMNI- Faudree, Ralph
ALUMNI- Fearnot, Neal
ALUMNI- Fehring, William
ALUMNI- Ferguson, Robert B
ALUMNI- Ferner, Amber
ALUMNI- Ferrence, Linda Rhykerd
ALUMNI- Feucht, Paul E.
ALUMNI- Fidler, Lloyd J.
ALUMNI- Field, Doug
ALUMNI- Field, Dr. Lester M.
ALUMNI- Figgs, Ukari (11 articles)
ALUMNI- Filler, Russell
ALUMNI- Finn, Audrey M.
ALUMNI- Finn, Daniel
ALUMNI- Fischer, W. James
ALUMNI- Fishel, Walter L.
ALUMNI- Fisher, Henry
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ALUMNI- Reid, Steve (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Reid, William W. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Reiss, Lane D.
ALUMNI- Renfrow, M. Eleanor
ALUMNI- Rhymer, Maggie R.
ALUMNI- Reiley, Ralph L.
ALUMNI- Ricciardi, Reid M. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Rice, Donald B. (Dr.)
ALUMNI- Richardson, Graham
ALUMNI- Richeson, Elynor Erb
ALUMNI- Richmond, Timothy J.
ALUMNI- Riley, Helen V.
ALUMNI- Riley, James Witcomb (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Ritz, Joy
ALUMNI- Rivere, Jim E.
ALUMNI- Robbins, Paul R.
ALUMNI- Roberts, Clarence
ALUMNI- Roberts, Tiffany
ALUMNI- Robinson, Glenn (21 articles)
ALUMNI- Robinson, Mike
ALUMNI- Robinson, Richard L.
ALUMNI- Roccella, Andrew (5 articles)
ALUMNI- Rodibaugh, Max
ALUMNI- Rodkey, William G.
ALUMNI- Roehm, Julie (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Roeser, Jack
ALUMNI- Rogers, Antwaun
ALUMNI- Roland, Jannon (4 articles)
ALUMNI- Ross, Eric A.
ALUMNI- Ross, Malcolm D. (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Ross, George A.
ALUMNI- Ross, Jay N.
ALUMNI- Ross, Leah (5 articles)
ALUMNI- Ross, Serene (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Rose, Mary O.
ALUMNI- Rose, Pearl W.
ALUMNI- Roswarski, Todd
ALUMNI- Roth, Marie C.
ALUMNI- Roth, William G.
ALUMNI- Rothenberger, William R.
ALUMNI- Rowan, Barbara S.
ALUMNI- Royce, Hal L.
ALUMNI- Rozzi, Vincent Paul
ALUMNI- Ruckman, Debra
ALUMNI- Rudolph, R. Joseph (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Rueff, Rusty (6 articles)
ALUMNI- Ruley, Amy
ALUMNI- Rumble, W. Scott
ALUMNI- Runner, Rhodes T.
ALUMNI- Russell, James B
ALUMNI- Russell, Jennifer (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Ryder, Henry C.
ALUMNI- Rogers, Mable

ALUMNI (S-SH)
ALUMNI- Sadowf, Kurt
ALUMNI- Sadler, William A. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Said, Joe
ALUMNI- Salazar, Jaime
ALUMNI- Salmon, Weyman B. (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Sample, John
ALUMNI- Sanders, David
ALUMNI- Sanders, James Fredrick
ALUMNI- Sanders, Tim
ALUMNI- Sanders, W. Frank
ALUMNI- Sapirie, Samuel R. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Sarles, Helen F.
ALUMNI- Sauber, William
ALUMNI- Sauer, Peter W.
ALUMNI- Scagnoli, Mike
ALUMNI- Scalise, George (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Schadler, Harvey W. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Schaefer, Loren
ALUMNI- Schaefer, Paul W.
ALUMNI- Schaible, W.W.
ALUMNI- Schalliol, John C.
ALUMNI- Schalliol, William
ALUMNI- Schaal, Bob
ALUMNI- Schanbaber, Susan S.
ALUMNI- Schatz, Williams J.
ALUMNI- Schatz, William
ALUMNI- Schenkel, Chris (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Scheve, Sheryl
ALUMNI- Scheib, Lance
ALUMNI- Schellhase, Dave
ALUMNI- Scherer, Stephanie
ALUMNI- Schiewe, Arthur J.
ALUMNI- Schmadel, Logan E.
ALUMNI- Schillings, Corinne
ALUMNI- Schmidt Jr., Richard F.
ALUMNI- Schmitt, Cassidy
ALUMNI- Schmitt, Lauren
ALUMNI- Schmitt, Maribeth Cassidy
ALUMNI- Schmidt, Richard E.
ALUMNI- Schmuck, Fred L.
ALUMNI- Schnaible, Dick
ALUMNI- Schnepp, Denny
ALUMNI- Shoenwald, Ronald D.
ALUMNI- Schomburg, Lary
ALUMNI- Schoof, Les
ALUMNI- Scholl, Kathleen (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Scholz, Sally
ALUMNI- Schooley, Allen H.
ALUMNI- Schorr, James F.
ALUMNI- Schott, Jane
ALUMNI- Schpok, Joshua (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Schrenker, Marcus (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Schroeder, William
ALUMNI- Schulenberg, Theodore W.
ALUMNI- Schultz, Edward A.
ALUMNI- Schum, Larry
ALUMNI- Schuster, Robert L.
ALUMNI- Schumacher, Charles
ALUMNI- Schuman, Nelson
ALUMNI- Schwantz, Jim
ALUMNI- Schwartz, Nancy Lou
ALUMNI- Schweiger, Leonard B.
ALUMNI- Schweigert, Stuart
ALUMNI- Scipio, Lynn A.
ALUMNI- Scott, Stephanie
ALUMNI- Scott, Tracey
ALUMNI- Scott, Warren A.
ALUMNI- Scowden, Francis E.
ALUMNI- Sears, M.E.
ALUMNI- Sears, Stephen M. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Semler, Jerry D.
ALUMNI- Senchak, Holly
ALUMNI- Sergesketter, Bernard F.
ALUMNI- Server, John R.
ALUMNI- Sevilla, Diego A.
ALUMNI- Seward, Jim
ALUMNI- Seward, R.M.
ALUMNI- Sexton, Burton H.
ALUMNI- Shade, R.S.
ALUMNI- Shafer, Robert M.
ALUMNI- Shallenberger, Ann
ALUMNI- Shanks, David A.
ALUMNI- Shands, Henry
ALUMNI- Sharp, Doug (4 articles)
ALUMNI- Shaffer, Gerald
ALUMNI- Shank, Kenneth E.
ALUMNI- Sharp, Jim
ALUMNI- Shaw, David
ALUMNI- Shed, Kathy
ALUMNI- Sheehan Jr., Thomas J.
ALUMNI- Shellberg, Dave
ALUMNI- Shellenberger, Lt. Sam (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Shelburne, Tilton Edward
ALUMNI- Shen, John
ALUMNI- Sheppard, Valerie
ALUMNI- Sheridan, L.
ALUMNI- Shields, William S.
ALUMNI- Shirley, Robert L.
ALUMNI- Shively, Dick
ALUMNI- Shively, Ryan (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Shock, Nathan (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Shoemaker, James Furman (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Shook, James C.
ALUMNI- Short, Jamie
ALUMNI- Short, John
ALUMNI- Showalter
ALUMNI- Shrenker, Marcus
ALUMNI- Shroyer, Mindy
ALUMNI- Shuttleworth, James J.
ALUMNI- Shade, Loretta Wallace

ALUMNI (SI-SZ)
ALUMNI- Stullken, Donald E.
ALUMNI- Siecker, Bruce R.
ALUMNI- Siegfried, David
ALUMNI- Siems, Ruth M.
ALUMNI- Signorella, Carolann
ALUMNI- Silver, Nicole
ALUMNI- Silverthorn, Martin
ALUMNI- Singh, Jai
ALUMNI- Singleton, Wayne
ALUMNI- Sisler, Daniel G. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Sixbey, Mary
ALUMNI- Skinner, Mary Lib
ALUMNI- Skinner, Rodger C.
ALUMNI- Skowron, Bill "Moose"
ALUMNI- Sjovall, Andrea (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Spaner, Jonathan
ALUMNI- Slayter, Games (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Sleutz, James
ALUMNI- Smith, Brian R.
ALUMNI- Smith, Christena C.
ALUMNI- Smith, Doug
ALUMNI- Smith, Jay (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Smith, John A. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Smith, Kathy
ALUMNI- Smith, Kendall S. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Smith, Lawrence M.
ALUMNI- Smith, Mark
ALUMNI- Smith, Richard D.
ALUMNI- Smith, Rick (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Smith Ronald O.
ALUMNI- Smith, M. Hunter
ALUMNI- Smith, Susan M.
ALUMNI- Smith, Thomas A.
ALUMNI- Smyser Jr., Windsor
ALUMNI- Snyder, C. Scott
ALUMNI- Snyder, Margaret VanNatta (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Snyder-Vukovits, Denise
ALUMNI- Solar, Shellie M. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Sommer, Mary Kay (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Sondgeroth, Keith
ALUMNI- Sonnenschein, Hugo F. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Sonon, Marcia (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Souders, George
ALUMNI- Soultz, Bradley
ALUMNI- Spadetti, Ruth
ALUMNI- Spaner, Jon
ALUMNI- Speedie, Marilyn K.
ALUMNI- Spencer, Anthony (5 articles)
ALUMNI- Spencer, David (5 articles)
ALUMNI- Spoo, Bob (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Spradling, G.C.
ALUMNI- Spuller, Clarence L.
ALUMNI- Spurlock, Fae H.
ALUMNI- Sridharan, Asuri
ALUMNI- St. John, C. Virgil (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Stackhouse, Marion
ALUMNI- Standeford, John (5 articles)
ALUMNI- Stanley, Paul
ALUMNI- Stansberry, Bradley
ALUMNI- Stauber, Bob
ALUMNI- Starkey, Scott
ALUMNI- Steckel, Keith E.
ALUMNI- Steele, Edward
ALUMNI- Steele, Kathleen J.
ALUMNI- Steele, Lowell R.
ALUMNI- Steen, Bill
ALUMNI- Steger, Elizabeth Salomoni
ALUMNI- Stehle, Gary
ALUMNI- Stein, Jane McElhinney
ALUMNI- Steinmetz, Susan
ALUMNI- Steider, Doris Sleeter (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Steiner, Eric
ALUMNI- Stern, Elana
ALUMNI- Stevens, Everette
ALUMNI- Stevens, Wesley C.
ALUMNI- Stewart, Frank
ALUMNI- Stewart, Glenn E.
ALUMNI- Stewart III, James A.
ALUMNI- Stewart, L.L.
ALUMNI- Stewart, R.B. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Stewart, Rob (2 articles)
ALUMNI- St. John, Tari
ALUMNI- Stillings, Nick
ALUMNI- Stinson, John
ALUMNI- Stob, Martin
ALUMNI- Stock, Ann (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Stock, Stuart
ALUMNI- Stockwell, Linda M.
ALUMNI- Stokdyk, Bruce C.
ALUMNI- Stram, Hank (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Strang, Richard A.
ALUMNI- Strange, Joe
ALUMNI- Stratton, Tim
ALUMNI- Streicher, John E.
ALUMNI- Streicher, Lee
ALUMNI- Strietelmeier, Donald H.
ALUMNI- Strong, Sean
ALUMNI- Strong, William H.
ALUMNI- Stubblefield, Taylor
ALUMNI- Stuckey- French, Elizabeth (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Stullken, Donald (2 articles)
ALUMNI- St. John, C. Virgil
ALUMNI- Stolz, Robert
ALUMNI- Suddarth, Stanley K.
ALUMNI- Sullenberger, Chesley “Sully”.
ALUMNI- Sum, Robert J.
ALUMNI- Summers, Max D.
ALUMNI- Sun, Paul Ming Hsien
ALUMNI- Suppinger, Carla
ALUMNI- Sutherland, Vinnie (8 articles)
ALUMNI- Swaim, Bill
ALUMNI- Stwalley, Robert
ALUMNI- Swezey, Burr S.
ALUMNI- Sweeten, Michelle
ALUMNI- Swick, Cathy
ALUMNI- Szulborski, Harry

ALUMNI (T-V)
ALUMNI- Tarter, Mary E.
ALUMNI- Taylor, Erin
ALUMNI- Taylor, Henry
ALUMNI- Taylor, John D.
ALUMNI- Taylor, Ralph (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Taylor, William F.
ALUMNI- Taylor, William (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Teetor, Ralph Jamison
ALUMNI- Telfer, J. Howard
ALUMNI- Terhune, Charles Houston Jr.
ALUMNI- Terrill, Craig
ALUMNI- Terrell, Karenann (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Tevebaugh, C.A.
ALUMNI- Teter, Gordon
ALUMNI- Thayer, Kenneth (4 articles)
ALUMNI- Theodorow, Robert
ALUMNI- Thinnes, Herbert P.
ALUMNI- Thomas, Laura
ALUMNI- Thompson, Brad A.
ALUMNI- Thompson, Gordon B.
ALUMNI- Thompson, Ronald D.
ALUMNI- Thompson, Terry
ALUMNI- Thomson, James A. (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Thornton, Anthony
ALUMNI- Thornton, Gail B.
ALUMNI- Thorpe, Leon W.
ALUMNI- Thurgood, Charles H.
ALUMNI- Tillman, Willie
ALUMNI- Timmons, John A.
ALUMNI- Timmins, Ralph F.
ALUMNI- Tishmack, Jody
ALUMNI- Tobin, Philip
ALUMNI- Tokar, Tim
ALUMNI- Tompkins, James A. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Ton, Bryan L. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Toth, William S.
ALUMNI- Townsend, Jonathon (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Townsend, J.L.
ALUMNI- Townsend, Wayne
ALUMNI- Treece, Lawrence G. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Treece, Lloyd C.
ALUMNI- Trefzger, Rick
ALUMNI- Trent, Lana
ALUMNI- Trice, Virgil G.
ALUMNI- Trudeau, Howard D.
ALUMNI- Tucker, Terry L.
ALUMNI- Tudor, Greg (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Tunnicliffe, Pete
ALUMNI- Turner, Basil S.
ALUMNI- Turner, Larry W. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Turner, Ralph
ALUMNI- Tylicki, Chester R.
ALUMNI- Unger, Del
ALUMNI- Valek, Ericka (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Vanaman, Glenda
ALUMNI- Van Cleef, Scott
ALUMNI- Vanderbilt, Robert E.
ALUMNI- VanDerHeyden, Nicole
ALUMNI- Vandewalle, Luke
ALUMNI- Van Etten, John
ALUMNI- VanNatta Sr., Charles R.
ALUMNI- Van Tress, Robert L.
ALUMNI- VanWanzeele, Alice
ALUMNI- Vaughn, Vicki L.
ALUMNI- Venemann, H. Gerald
ALUMNI- Veon, Walter S.
ALUMNI- Verden, Merle L.
ALUMNI- Versyp, Sharon (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Vice, Rev. Beverly
ALUMNI- Villafranca, Joseph J.
ALUMNI- Villarreal, Brandon
ALUMNI- Vinton, Henry H.
ALUMNI- Virtue, Kenneth L.
ALUMNI- Vitale, Nicholas
ALUMNI- Volk, Richard James
ALUMNI- Voravong, Sophia
ALUMNI- Utley, Robert Marshall

ALUMNI (W-Z)
ALUMNI- Wade, Murray W.
ALUMNI- Wadley, Jenn
ALUMNI- Walker, Basil O.
ALUMNI- Walker, Brian (4 articles)
ALUMNI- Walker, John
ALUMNI- Wallace, Kyle
ALUMNI- Walls, Martin
ALUMNI- Walsh, Robert
ALUMNI- Waltz, Paula
ALUMNI- Wang, Janet
ALUMNI- Wann, Richard
ALUMNI- Wann, Daniel R.
ALUMNI-Ward, Paul J.
ALUMNI- Ward, Richard H.
ALUMNI- Ware, Sharita
ALUMNI- Warner, Carrie L. (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Warner, Catherine P. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Warner, Tim (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Warner, Stephanie
ALUMNI- Washburn, Sam
ALUMNI- Wastl, Max E. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Watlington, Sally (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Watson, Arthur H.
ALUMNI- Watson, Edwin
ALUMNI- Watson, Joan E. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Ways, Faithe
ALUMNI- Weaver, Mark (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Weber, Tim
ALUMNI- Webster, Steven
ALUMNI- Wedral, Elaine (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Wedum, Ellen
ALUMNI- Weinstock, Vladimir
ALUMNI- Weismiller, Matt
ALUMNI- Welch, George
ALUMNI- Welch, George L.
ALUMNI- Welk, Lisa
ALUMNI- Weng, Wan-go H.C.
ALUMNI- Werking, Luise C.
ALUMNI- Westfall, Ross M.
ALUMNI- Weston, Jennifer
ALUMNI- Wetli, M. Cosma
ALUMNI- Wheeler, Harold L. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Wickard, Claude R.
ALUMNI- Whistler, Stephen
ALUMNI- White, Anne Marie
ALUMNI- White, Jane H.
ALUMNI- White, Myron (2 articles)
ALUMNI- White, O.H.
ALUMNI- White, Stephanie (23 articles)
ALUMNI- White, Winifred Parker
ALUMNI- Whitehead, Bruce
ALUMNI- Wichmann, Robert K.
ALUMNI- Widmer, Fred R. (3 articles)
ALUMNI- Willard, John
ALUMNI- Williams, April
ALUMNI- Williams, Betsy
ALUMNI- Williams, Bobby (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Williams, Darla Y. (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Williams, Duane
ALUMNI- Williams, Perry
ALUMNI- Williams, Thomas
ALUMNI- Williamson, Earl J.
ALUMNI- Williamson, Lee (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Williamson, James R.
ALUMNI- Willis, Fred L.
ALUMNI- Wills, Forest W.
ALUMNI- Willis, Fred
ALUMNI- Wilkinson, Terry
ALUMNI- Wilmeth, Thomas
ALUMNI- Wilson, Bill (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Wilson, David H.
ALUMNI- Wilson, Dorothy B.
ALUMNI- Wilson, Patricia
ALUMNI- Windle, Jim
ALUMNI- Windler, Brad (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Withers, Brandon
ALUMNI- Wittlinger, Charles
ALUMNI- Woehrle, Ted
ALUMNI- Wolf, Jeff
ALUMNI- Wolever, George W.
ALUMNI- Wolfe, John
ALUMNI- Woods, Ben
ALUMNI- Wood, James M.
ALUMNI- Woodruff, Elizabeth
ALUMNI- Woodson, Rod (12 articles)
ALUMNI- Wooldridge, Richard
ALUMNI- Woollen, Liz
ALUMNI- Woodyard, Ashante
ALUMNI- Worstall, Robert A.
ALUMNI- Wright, Dustin
ALUMNI- Wright, Everett
ALUMNI- Wright, Shereka (5 articles)
ALUMNI- Wycoff, L. Kenyon
ALUMNI- Wysk, Richard A.
ALUMNI- Yake, Terry J.
ALUMNI- Yanchik, Victor
ALUMNI- Yarbrough, E.R.
ALUMNI- Yasen, Corissa (8 articles)
ALUMNI- Yaylalier, Ding
ALUMNI- Yonkmon, David
ALUMNI- Young, Jewell
ALUMNI- Young, John F.
ALUMNI- Young, Lewis
ALUMNI- Yu, Terry
ALUMNI- Zapapas, J. Richard
ALUMNI- Zenger, Mary
ALUMNI- Zgonina, Jeff (6 articles)
ALUMNI- Zhang, Ji
ALUMNI- Zimmerman, Mary Ann
ALUMNI- Zitelli, Emmett
ALUMNI- Zmola, Paul
ALUMNI- Zuerner, Julie (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Young, Joseph N (2 articles)
ALUMNI- Wright, John Shepard

ALUMNI – ADE, GEORGE (1 Folder)

ALUMNI—ADE, GEORGE—COLLEGE WIDOW—see—NANCY T. HANSEN THEATRE

ALUMNI – AG ALUMNI (see also individuals filed alphabetically under – ALUMNI)

ALUMNI—AG ALUMNI—DISTINGUISHED AGRICULTURAL

ALUMNI—ASTRONAUTS (General)

ALUMNI—ASTRONAUTS – ALUMNI

ALUMNI—ASTRONAUTS – BLAHA, JOHN

ALUMNI—ASTRONAUTS – GRISSOM, V.I. (GUS)
ALUMNI—ASTRONAUTS—VOSS, JANICE
ALUMNI—ASTRONAUTS—WILLIAMS, DON
ALUMNI—ASTRONAUTS REUNION OCT 21-23, 1999
ALUMNI—CLASS OF 1915
ALUMNI—DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI—see also—INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL—DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
ALUMNI—EWRY, RAYMOND (RAY)—see Librarian (1 Folder)
ALUMNI—GRAY, HAROLD (1917) (also see librarian) (1 Folder)
ALUMNI—LESLIE, HARRY G. (1 Folder)
ALUMNI—MCCUTCHEON, BEN FREDERICK, 1875-1934 (ex 1897) (1 Folder)
ALUMNI—MCCUTCHEON, GEORGE BARR (1 Folder)
ALUMNI—MCCUTCHEON, JOHN T. (1 Folder)
ALUMNI—OLIPHANT, ELMER (1 Folder)
ALUMNI—REDENBACHER, ORVILLE (1928) (2 Folders)
ALUMNI—ROGERS, ALBERT BRUCE (6 Folders)
ALUMNI—TARKINGTON, NEWTON BOOTH (1 Folder)
ALUMNI—VAN HUSS, AREVA (1 Folder)
ALUMNI—WOODEN, JOHN R. (class of 1932) (1 Folder)
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, PURDUE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, PURDUE—WOMEN'S DAY
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, PURDUE—FACULTY INCENTIVE GRANT RESEARCH PROGRAM (1st one awarded Feb. 2005)
ALUMNI FOUNDATION
ALUMNI GIFTS—see—GIFTS
ALUMNI MEMORABILIA

AMBASSADORS FOR CHILDREN (Purdue chapter)

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS – A.A.U.P.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS – A.F.T.

AMERICAN FIRE ATLANTIC CHALLENGE (alums Emily Kohl & Sarah Kessans)—November 2005

AMERICAN HOST PROGRAM – see – EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF (see also HSSE, SCHOOL OF – EDUCATION)

AMERICAN LIFE AND YOUTH LEADERSHIP

AMERICAN STUDIES – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF—AMERICAN STUDIES – see also – INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES, OFFICE OF

ANIMAL DISEASE DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY – see – BUILDINGS – ANIMAL DISEASE DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY

ANIMAL SCIENCE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CENTER—see also—AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF—ANIMAL SCIENCES

ANIMAL SCIENCES – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – ANIMAL SCIENCES

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY

APARTHEID AND DIVESTMENT – see – TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – APARTHEID AND DIVESTMENT: STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – PROTEST OR MINORITIES

APOLLO SPACE CRAFT DISASTER, JAN. 27, 1967 (Grissom, Chaffee, White)

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY, DIVISION OF – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF

APPROPRIATIONS – see – BUDGETS

AQUACULTURE

AQUATICS CENTER
ARCHITECT – UNIVERSITY – see – UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT

ARCHITECTURE – SCHOOL OF (proposed)

ARCHIVES – see – LIBRARIES – SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

ARGONNE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION

ARMORY—see—BUILDINGS—ARMORY

ARMSTRONG, NEIL – see – ALUMNI – ARMSTRONG, NEIL (see also ALUMNI -- ASTRONAUTS)

ARMY – see – R.O.T.C. – ARMY

ARNETT HMO – see – TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – ARNETT HMO OR EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, PURDUE

ART – PURDUE OWNED

ART & DESIGN – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS; LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – CREATIVE ARTS – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF CREATIVE ARTS

ART ADVOCATES (PURDUE GALLERIES)

ART COMMITTEE – HISTORICAL

ART EXHIBITS

ART FESTIVAL – see – FINE ARTS FESTIVAL

ART SCULPTURES, PURDUE – see – ART – PURDUE OWNED

ARTHUR AND KRIEBEL HERBARIA – see – HERBARIA, ARTHUR AND KRIEBEL

ASIAN AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

ASIAN INITIATIVE

ASIAN STUDENT UNION BOARD

ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN STUDENTS

ASTRONAUTS (General)
ATHLETIC ADVISORY COUNCIL, PURDUE

ATHLETIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE – see – FACULTY – COMMITTEES

ATHLETIC ARENA – see – BUILDINGS – MACKEY ARENA

ATHLETICS – GENERAL (also includes other sports not listed in Purdue Subject Heading List) [before 1960; 1960+]

ATHLETICS – ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME

ATHLETICS – BASEBALL (1976+) – see also – ATHLETICS – SOFTBALL


ATHLETICS—BASKETBALL—MEN—SPRING 2004


ATHLETICS – BASKETBALL – WOMEN – NCAA FINAL FOUR & CHAMPIONSHIP GAME (MARCH 2001)


ATHLETICS – CHEERLEADERS

ATHLETICS—CLUB SPORTS – see also – STUDENT CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS

ATHLETICS – CREW

ATHLETICS – CROSS COUNTRY (MEN & WOMEN)

ATHLETICS – DIRECTOR OF (A.D.)

ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL (before 1997, 1997+)

ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL – BOWLS


ATHLETICS—FOOTBALL--BOWLS—BLUEBONNET 12/31/1979 HOUSTON, TX
ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL – BOWLS – CAPITAL ONE BOWL – JANUARY 1, 2004

ATHLETICS—FOOTBALL—BOWLS—CHAMPS SPORTS BOWL (December 29, 2006; Orlando, Florida)


ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL – BOWLS – OUTBACK BOWL – JANUARY 1, 2000

ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL – BOWLS – ROSE BOWL – JANUARY 2, 1967

ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL – BOWLS – ROSE BOWL – JANUARY 1, 2001


ATHLETICS—FOOTBALL—BOWLS—SUN BOWL—DECEMBER 31, 2004—EL PASO, TEXAS

ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL – HEISMAN WATCH 2000

ATHLETICS—FOOTBALL—HEISMAN WATCH 2004 (ORTON)

ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL – TRAIN WRECK 1903 – see Librarian

ATHLETICS – GOLF – (MEN & WOMEN)

ATHLETICS – HOCKEY (MEN & WOMEN)

ATHLETICS – INTRAMURAL SPORTS

ATHLETICS—JOURNAL & COURIER SERIES (1990+)

ATHLETICS – LAMBERT FIELD

ATHLETICS – MEN & WOMEN (9/98+)

ATHLETICS – POLO

ATHLETICS—RECRUITS

ATHLETICS – RUGBY

ATHLETICS – SOCCER (1997+)
ATHLETICS – SOFTBALL (1997+) – see also – ATHLETICS – BASEBALL

ATHLETICS—STUART FIELD—see—STUART FIELD

ATHLETICS – SUMMER CAMPS

ATHLETICS – SWIMMING – MEN (includes Water Polo Club) [1992+]

ATHLETICS – SWIMMING – WOMEN (includes Water Polo Club) [1990+]


ATHLETICS – TENNIS – WOMEN (1997+)

ATHLETICS – TITAN SERIES

ATHLETICS – TRACK--MEN (1997+)

ATHLETICS – TRACK--WOMEN (1997+)

ATHLETICS—TRAINERS (INCLUDES ATHLETIC TRAINER PROGRAM)

ATHLETICS – VOLLEYBALL (1981+)

ATHLETICS – WOMEN

ATHLETICS – WRESTLING (1997+)

ATHLETICS, INTERCOLLEGIATE ADVISORY COUNCIL – see – INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS ADVISORY COUNCIL

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION PROTON ACCELERATOR – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – PHYSICS

AUDIOLOGY AND SPEECH SCIENCES – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – SPEECH, LANGUAGE AND HEARING SCIENCES or HSSE, SCHOOL OF – SPEECH, LANGUAGE AND HEARING SCIENCES

AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER – see – LIBRARIES – AUDIO VISUAL CENTER

AUTOMOTIVE TRANSPORTATION CENTER

AVIATION TECHNOLOGY – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – AVIATION TECHNOLOGY

AWARDS, FOCUS – see – FOCUS AWARDS
AWARDS – FACULTY AND STAFF – see also – FACULTY AWARDS

AWARDS – ONE BRICK HIGHER

AWARDS – see – SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS

AWARDS – STUDENTS – see also – SCHOLARSHIPS & AWARDS

AWARDS – YOUNG INVESTIGATOR AWARDS – see also – FACULTY – EARLY CAREER DEVELOPMENT

AWARDS GIVEN TO PURDUE – see – MEDALS AND CITATIONS RECEIVED BY PURDUE
BAGWELL, PHILIP F. LECTURE SERIES (FIRST 2004)

BANDS – see – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – BANDS

BANGLORE, INDIA – see – AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF—BANGLORE, INDIA

BAR RAG, THE – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS – “UNDERGROUND” STUDENT NEWSPAPER

BARBARA G. DOSTER LEADERSHIP FORUM (sponsor, Krannert School of Management Council)

BASKETBALL – see – ATHLETICS – BASKETBALL

BASKETBALL ARENA – see – BUILDINGS – MACKEY ARENA

BAULS – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS – “UNDERGROUND” STUDENT NEWSPAPER

BECKER AGRICULTURAL CENTER—see also—AGRONOMY CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION or TRAINING AND RESEARCH FACILITY AT THE AGRONOMY CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

BEERING DRIVE – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – BEERING, STEVEN

BEERING, PRESIDENT STEVEN – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – BEERING, STEVEN

BELL TOWER – PURDUE – see – PURDUE BELL TOWER

BEST BUDDIES

BICENTENNIAL – INDIANA 2016

BICENTENNIAL – U.S. 1976

BIERBACH CONJECTURE – see – FACULTY – DE BRANGES

BIG MAN ON CAMPUS (contest)

BIG TEN CONFERENCE
BIOCHEMISTRY – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – BIOCHEMISTRY OR SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – BIOCHEMISTRY

BIOCROSSROADS

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

BIOLOGY CENTER (STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY) – announced Oct. 2005

BIO MEDIA CENTER FOR INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF – see – WELDON SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

BIRCK NANOTECHNOLOGY CENTER – see also – DISCOVERY PARK

BIRD FLU (at Purdue) – see – PANDEMIC FLU

BLACK ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BLACK AND GOLD PAGEANT

BLACK AND WHITES – HOUSING FACILITIES, CAMPUS, 1946-1947

BLACK CAUCUS OF FACULTY AND STAFF

BLACK CULTURAL CENTER (1967+)

BLACK ENGINEERS – see – NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS

BLACK GRADUATE ASSOCIATION

BLACK GREEK COUNCIL

BLACK HISTORY MONTH

BLACK HURRICANE – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS – “UNDERGROUND” STUDENT NEWSPAPER

BLACK STUDENT UNION

BLACK STUDENTS – see – MINORITIES

BLOCK P – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – BLOCK P (card section)
BOARD OF TRUSTEES – see – TRUSTEES, BOARD OF

BOEING CORPORATION – PARTNERSHIP WITH PURDUE (includes scholarships for women and minority engineering and business students)

BOEING, WILLIAM E.—DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES

BOILER BLAST—see also—OFFICE OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AND LEARNING

BOILER BUG BARN

BOILER CAST—see also—INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AT PURDUE (ITAP)

BOILER COPYMAKER

BOILER GOLD RUSH – see – ORIENTATION AND NEW STUDENT PROGRAMS—ONSP

BOILER KIDS CAMP

BOILER LIFE.COM

BOILER TELEVISION (BTV)

BOILER VOLUNTEER NETWORK – see – DEAN OF STUDENTS, OFFICE OF—BOILER VOLUNTEER NETWORK

BOILERMAKER, THE (ROSS-ADE STADIUM STATUE)—see also—ROSS-ADE STADIUM

BOILERMAKER PETE – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – PURDUE PETE

BOILERMAKER SPECIAL – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – BOILERMAKER SPECIAL

BOILERMAKERS—see also—HISTORY OF PURDUE

BOILERMAN – see – R.O.T.C. – NAVY – BOILERMAN

BOMB THREATS

BOOK COLLECTING CONTEST – see – LITERARY AWARDS

BOOK REPAIR, TIME STUDIES OF – see – LIBRARIES (R.L. Parmelee & J.D. Hamaker)
BOOKS AND COFFEE SERIES – see LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – ENGLISH or HSSE, SCHOOL OF – ENGLISH (see also Faculty and Staff for an individual speaker)

BOTANICAL CENTER FOR AGE-RELATED DISEASES (9/2000)

BOTANY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY – see AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – BOTANY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY

BRAZIL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

BREAKING NEW GROUND

BRIDGE BUST (competition)—see also—ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—CIVIL ENGINEERING

BTV – see – BOILER TELEVISION

BUDGETS (1963+)

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION—see also—PHYSICAL FACILITIES

BUILDINGS—GENERAL

BUILDINGS—GENERAL (sizes of buildings, etc.)

BUILDINGS – ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES – see – FREEHAFER, LYTLE J.

BUILDINGS – ADVANCEMENT (university) April 6, 2001 Board of Trustees approval – includes Purdue Alumni Association – see – BUILDINGS – DICK AND SANDY DAUCH ALUMNI CENTER

BUILDINGS – AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

BUILDINGS – ALLEN CHAO CENTER FOR INDUSTRIAL PHARMACY (Research Park)

BUILDINGS – ALUMNI ASSOCIATION – see – BUILDINGS – DICK AND SANDY DAUCH ALUMNI CENTER

BUILDINGS—AMERICAN RAILWAY BUILDING

BUILDINGS – ANIMAL DISEASE DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY

BUILDINGS—ARMORY
BUILDINGS – BELL TOWER – see – PURDUE BELL TOWER
BUILDINGS – BINDLEY BIOECONOMICS CENTER – see also – DISCOVERY PARK
BUILDINGS – BIOCHEMISTRY
BUILDINGS – BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING (dirt turned, Fri, 09/26/2003)
BUILDINGS—BROWN (Herbert C.) LABORATORY OF CHEMISTRY
BUILDINGS – BURTON D. MORGAN CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP – see also – BURTON D. MORGAN ENTREPRENEURIAL COMPETITION
BUILDINGS—CIVIL ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS – CLASS OF 1950 LECTURE HALL
BUILDINGS—COMPUTER SCIENCE (formerly Memorial Gymnasium)—see—BUILDINGS—HAAS HALL
BUILDINGS – CREATIVE AND PERFORMING ARTS COMPLEX
BUILDINGS – DENNIS J AND MARY LOU SCHWARTZ TENNIS CENTER
BUILDINGS – DICK AND SANDY DAUCH ALUMNI CENTER
BUILDINGS – DOYLE LABORATORY
BUILDINGS – EDUCATION
BUILDINGS – ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS – ELLIOTT HALL OF MUSIC
BUILDINGS – ENTOMOLOGY HALL – see – PFENDLER HALL
BUILDINGS – EXECUTIVE – see – BUILDINGS – HOVDE HALL OF ADMINISTRATION
BUILDINGS – FOOD SCIENCE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
BUILDINGS—FORNEY HALL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS – FOWLER HALL
BUILDINGS—FRED AND MARY FORD DINING COURT

BUILDINGS – FREEEHAFER, LYTLE F.

BUILDINGS – GRISOM HALL

BUILDINGS—HAAS HALL (formerly Computer Science)

BUILDINGS – HANSEN LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH

BUILDINGS – HEAVILON HALL

BUILDINGS – HEINE (Robert E.) PHARMACY

BUILDINGS – HICKS UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY – see also – LIBRARIES – UNDERGRADUATE

BUILDINGS – HORTICULTURE

BUILDINGS – HOVDE HALL OF ADMINISTRATION (also known as Executive Building)

BUILDINGS – IDENTIFICATION OF

BUILDINGS—INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC FACILITY

BUILDINGS – JOHNSON HALL OF NURSING

BUILDINGS – KNOY HALL OF TECHNOLOGY

BUILDINGS – KRANNERT (includes Krannert Management Resource and Development Center)

BUILDINGS – LADIES HALL (1874 – 1927)

BUILDINGS – LAMBERT FIELDHOUSE

BUILDINGS – LIBERAL ARTS AND EDUCATION BUILDING (LAEB) – see – BUILDINGS – STEPHEN C. BEERING HALL  (renamed by Board of Trustees, effective 2/8/02)


BUILDINGS – LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH – see – BUILDINGS – HANSEN LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH
BUILDINGS – LILLY HALL OF LIFE SCIENCE
BUILDINGS – LYNN HALL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
BUILDINGS – MACKEY ARENA
BUILDINGS – MATERIALS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS – MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
BUILDINGS – MATTHEWS HALL
BUILDINGS – MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS – MEMORIAL CENTER – see – BUILDINGS – STEWART CENTER
BUILDINGS – MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM – see – BUILDINGS—HAAS HALL
BUILDINGS – MEMORIAL UNION (before 1990, 1990+)
BUILDINGS--MEMORIAL UNION – 60TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION MEMORABILIA
BUILDINGS--MEMORIAL UNION – 75TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 1999-2000
BUILDINGS--MEMORIAL UNION—LANDSCAPE REDESIGN FALL 2004
BUILDINGS--MEMORIAL UNION – PETITION EXPANSION DRIVE
BUILDINGS--MEMORIAL UNION – PLAQUES
BUILDINGS – MOLLENKOPF ATHLETIC CENTER
BUILDINGS—NEIL ARMSTRONG HALL OF ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS – PEIRCE HALL
BUILDINGS – PFENDLER (David C. Pfendler Hall of Agriculture 7/6/01)
BUILDINGS – PHARMACY – see – BUILDINGS – HEINE (Robert E.) PHARMACY
BUILDINGS – PHYSICS
BUILDINGS – POTTER ENGINEERING CENTER
BUILDINGS—POULTRY—see—BUILDINGS, POULTRY HUSBANDRY

BUILDINGS – PSYCHOLOGY

BUILDINGS – PURDUE HALL

BUILDINGS – RAWLS HALL

BUILDINGS – RECITATION

BUILDINGS – RECREATIONAL SPORTS CENTER (8/98) (formerly Recreational Gymnasium)

BUILDINGS – RESIDENCE HALLS AND HOUSING UNITS—GENERAL (1958+)

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – CARY QUADRANGLE

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – DUHME

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – EARHART

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – ERNEST C. YOUNG HALL (YOUNG GRADUATE HOUSE)

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – GEORGE A. HAWKINS HALL

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – HARRISON

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – HILLENBRAND

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – HILLTOP APARTMENTS

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – MC CUTCHEON

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – MEREDITH

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – OWEN

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – SHREVE

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – TARKINGTON

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS – WILEY

BUILDINGS—RESIDENCE HALLS -- WINDSOR

BUILDINGS – ROSS-ADE STADIUM

BUILDINGS – ROSS-ADE STADIUM – RENOVATION 2000+


BUILDINGS – SCHLEMAN HALL

BUILDINGS – SCIENCE ANNEX

BUILDINGS – SCIENCE HALL

BUILDINGS – SHIVELY MEDIA CENTER – see – SHIVELY MEDIA CENTER

BUILDINGS – SLAYTER CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

BUILDINGS – SMALLEY CENTER FOR THE HOUSING AND FOOD SCIENCES ADMINISTRATION

BUILDINGS – SMITH HALL

BUILDINGS—SPURGEON GOLF TRAINING CENTER

BUILDINGS—ST. THOMAS AQUINAS CENTER

BUILDINGS – STANLEY COULTER HALL

BUILDINGS – STEVEN C. BEERING HALL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND EDUCATION

BUILDINGS – STEWART CENTER (formerly Memorial Center)

BUILDINGS – STEWART CENTER MURAL

BUILDINGS – STEWART CENTER – PLAQUES

BUILDINGS—STONE HALL

BUILDINGS – TELECOMMUNICATIONS (1996)
BUILDINGS – UNIVERSITY HALL

BUILDINGS – VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS CENTER—see—

BUILDINGS – WADE UTILITY PLANT

BUILDINGS—WETHERILL (Richard Benbridge) LABORATORY OF CHEMISTRY

BUILDINGS—YUE-KONG PAO HALL OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

BURSAR, OFFICE OF

BURTON MORGAN ENTREPRENEURIAL COMPETITION – see also – KRANNERT GRADUATE SCHOOL – see also – BUILDINGS – BURTON D. MORGAN CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP

BUSINESS – COOPERATION WITH PURDUE

BUSINESS MANAGER’S OFFICE – see – BUSINESS SERVICES

BUSINESS SERVICES

BUTLER, MARTHA CHRISTINE INTERACTION GAR

BUTLER (Susan Bulkeley) CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE
C-SPAN

C.I.C. – see – COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION

C.I.N.D.A.S. – see – ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION – INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING STUDIES – CENTER FOR INFORMATION AND NUMERICAL DATA ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

C.I.D.M.A.C. – see – ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION – INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING STUDIES – COMPUTER INTEGRATED DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND AUTOMATION CENTER

CALENDAR, UNIVERSITY (1967+)

CALUMET REGIONAL CAMPUS – see – REGIONAL CAMPUSES – CALUMET

CAMPAIGN CHICAGO (kick off April 22, 2007)—see also—CAMPAIGN FOR PURDUE

CAMPAIGN FOR PURDUE (fundraising effort) JULY 2000-2007

CAMPAIGN VISITORS

CAMP CALCIUM (Department of Foods and Nutrition)

CAMPUS APPEALS

CAMPUS MAPS – see – CAMPUS MAPS FILE DRAWER

CAMPUS PUMP – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – CAMPUS PUMP

CAMPUS SAFETY TASK FORCE

CANCER CENTER (at Purdue)

CANNON – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – CANNON

CareersINsite

CAREERSINSITE

CAROLE AND GORDON MALLET THEATRE—see also—THEATRE or BUILDINGS—YUE-KONG PAO HALL OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

CARVER, GEORGE WASHINGTON FELLOWSHIP (1st award 6/01, created by President Jischke)
CAVE – see – ENVISION CENTER

CDIGIX

CELEBRITIES

CENSUS 2000

CENSUS—TIPPECANOE COUNTY

CENTENNIAL, 1869-1969

CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE – AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAND GRANT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

CENTENNIAL FUND

CENTENNIAL OF FLIGHT (Dec 17, 2003) (celebrating Dec 17, 1903)

CENTENNIAL YEAR POLICY COMMITTEE – CORRESPONDENCE

CENTENNIAL YEAR POLICY COMMITTEE – MEETING MINUTES

CENTER FOR ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

CENTER FOR ADVANCEMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SAFETY

CENTER FOR AUTHENTIC SCIENCE PRACTICE IN EDUCATION (8/04)

CENTER FOR BORANE RESEARCH – see – HERBERT C. BROWN CENTER FOR BORANE RESEARCH

CENTER FOR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES (includes campus recruiting and job search manual) [1960+]

CENTER FOR CATALYST DESIGN

CENTER FOR CITIZENSHIP AND GLOBAL ETHICS

CENTER FOR COAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

CENTER FOR CROP BIOSECURITY (includes Plant & Pest Diagnostic Laboratory)

CENTER FOR CUSTOMER DRIVEN QUALITY
CENTER FOR E-BUSINESS EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (CEER) – see also – BURTON D. MORGAN CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP

CENTER FOR ECONOMIC EDUCATION – see – MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF

CENTER FOR ELECTROTHERMAL CO-DESIGN OF FUTURE ELECTRONICS

CENTER FOR ENHANCING FOODS TO PROTECT HEALTH (1999+)

CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CERIS)

CENTER FOR FAMILIES – see also – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF

CENTER FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS AT PURDUE

CENTER FOR FOOD ANIMAL WELL-BEING

CENTER FOR FOOD SAFETY ENGINEERING – see – PURDUE CENTER FOR FOOD SAFETY ENGINEERING

CENTER FOR INFORMATION AND NUMERICAL DATA ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS (C.I.N.D.A.S.)

CENTER FOR INSTRUCTIONAL EXCELLENCE AND LIFELONG LEARNING – see – OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CONFERENCES (O.C.E.C.)

CENTER FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES – see also – OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CONFERENCES (effective 5/16/2002)

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (CIBER)—within School of Management

CENTER FOR MEMBRANE PROTEIN BIOTECHNOLOGY (2003)

CENTER FOR NURSING HISTORY ETHICS AND HUMAN RIGHTS – see also – NURSING, COLLEGE OF

CENTER FOR PARALYSIS RESEARCH—see also—VETERINARY MEDICINE, SCHOOL OF

CENTER FOR PLANT ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS PSYCHOLOGY

CENTER FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – CHEMICAL

CHEMISTRY – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – CHEMISTRY

CHENG KUNG PROJECT – see – TAIWAN PROJECT

CHESS AND CHECKER CLUB – see – STUDENT CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

CHICKS IN SPACE (Space Shuttle Project, Vellinger, John)

CHILD CARE (at Purdue) – see also – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – CHILD DEVELOPMENT & FAMILY STUDIES

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES – see – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES

CHIMES, ELECTRONIC – see – BUILDINGS – ELLIOT HALL OF MUSIC

CHINA – see also – TAIWAN PROJECT

CHINA CENTER

CHINA MAYMESTER

CHINA PUBLIC HEALTH COMMUNICATION CONFERENCE

CHRISTMAS SHOW PMO – see – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – CHRISTMAS SHOW

C.I.C. – see – COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION

CINEMA CLUB – see – FAMOUS FILMS

CITY BUS (BUS SERVICE CAMPUS 8/99+)

CIVIL ENGINEERING – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – CIVIL

CLASS GIFTS – see – GIFTS – CLASS GIFTS

CLASS OF 1950 LECTURE HALL – see – BUILDINGS – CLASS OF 1950 LECTURE HALL

CLEAN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY AND SAFE MATERIALS INST. – see – INDIANA CLEAN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY & SAFE MATERIALS INSTITUTE (CMTI)
CLERICAL AND SERVICE STAFF (GENERAL) – includes Clerical and Service Staff Advisory Committee (CSSAC)

CLERICAL AND SERVICE STAFF (individuals filed alphabetically by last name)

CLERICAL AND SERVICE STAFF HANDBOOK

CLIMATE CHANGE RESEARCH CENTER

CLOCKS – see – GIFTS

CLOSER LOOK, PURDUE – see – PURDUE – A CLOSER LOOK

CLOTHESLINE PROJECT

COATING APPLICATIONS RESEARCH LABORATORY 1996+

COLBY FITNESS CENTER – see – BUILDINGS – RECREATIONAL SPORTS CENTER

COLLABORATIONS IN LIFE SCIENCES AND INFORMATICS RESEARCH GRANT COMPETITION

COLLEGE BOWL

COLLEGE COLORS DAY

COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME (located in South Bend, IN)

COLLEGE MENTORS FOR KIDS PROGRAM (CMFK) PURDUE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE WIDOW (George Ade play)—see—NANCY T. HANSEN THEATRE

COLLEGIATE CAREER NETWORK

COLUMBUS REGIONAL CAMPUS –see – REGIONAL CAMPUSES – COLUMBUS

COMMENCEMENT – (includes feature articles/items about graduates) [1923+]

COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION

COMMITTEE ON MERCHANDISING POLICY (1999+) – see also – PURDUE STUDENTS AGAINST SWEATSHOPS
COMMUNICATION – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – COMMUNICATION -- or – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION COUNCIL – see – INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATION RESEARCH COUNCIL

COMMUNITY COLLEGES – INDIANA (launched 2000)

COMMUNITY ISSUES TEAMS (name change 6/6/2001) (appointed by Pres. Jischke & Mayor Margerum ) (WL)

COMMUNITY OF SERVICE—LEARNING FACULTY FELLOWS—see—PURDUE COMMUNITY OF SERVICE—LEARNING FACULTY FELLOWS

COMMUNITY RELATIONS – see also – UNIVERSITY RELATIONS OFFICE

COMMUNITY RELATIONS VISITOR INFORMATION – see – VISITOR INFORMATION CENTER

COMPACT HIGH-PERFORMANCE COOLING TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH CENTER

COMPARATIVE MEDICINE, PROGRAM OF (Purdue Agriculture & Vet Med Schools & IU School of Medicine) (Dec 2002)

COMPUTER INTEGRATED DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND AUTOMOTIVE CENTER – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF--COMPUTER INTEGRATED DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND AUTOMOTIVE CENTER (C.I.D.M.A.C.)

COMPUTER SCIENCE – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – COMPUTER SCIENCES

COMPUTER SCIENCE BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – COMPUTER SCIENCES

COMPUTER BASED INFORMATION SERVICES (CBIS) – see – LIBRARIES – COMPUTER BASED INFORMATION SERVICES (CBIS)

COMPUTER SECURITY (Campus)

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF --- COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

COMPUTER VIRUS (ES) – CAMPUS
COMPUTERIZATION AT PURDUE – see also – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – COMPUTER SCIENCE – or -- TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – COMPUTER

COMPUTING CENTER, PURDUE UNIVERSITY (PUCC) – see also – INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AT PURDUE (ITAP)

COMPUTING RESEARCH INSTITUTE

CONCERTS – see – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – CONCERTS

CONDOM MACHINES – see – STUDENT GOVERNMENT

CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS (1979+) – see also – CONTINUING EDUCATION – see also – SEMINARS

CONNECTING INDIANA

CONSORTIA, PURDUE BASED – see also – BUSINESS – COOPERATION WITH PURDUE

CONSTITUTION & CITIZENSHIP DAY (at Purdue)—September 17th (first 2004)

CONSTRUCTION – see – BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – CONSTRUCTION

CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – GENERAL – see also – HOME ECONOMICS, SCHOOL OF

CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF — APPAREL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF -- AWARDS

CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES

CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – CONSUMER SCIENCES AND RETAILING

CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – DEPARTMENT OF HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF—DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – FOODS AND NUTRITION

CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER

CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – RESTAURANT, HOTEL AND INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT (as of 2/92, added TOURISM) – see also—CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – DEPARTMENT OF HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT (effective 7/1/2000)

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR LABORATORY – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES – or – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES

CONSUMER SCIENCES AND RETAILING – see – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – CONSUMER SCIENCES AND RETAILING

CONTINUING EDUCATION – see – OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION & CONFERENCES (1966+)

CONTINUING EDUCATION – ADULT EDUCATION

CONTINUING EDUCATION – CONFERENCES (1960+) – see also – CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

CONTINUING EDUCATION – LIFE INSURANCE MARKETING INSTITUTE

CONTINUING EDUCATION – SUPERVISION PROGRAMS

CONVOCATION AND LECTURES – GENERAL (1935+)

CONVOCATION AND LECTURES (Last names of specific individuals, names of groups, plays, companies, etc., filed alphabetically)

CONVOCATIONS AND LECTURES – DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES

CONVOCATIONS AND LECTURES – LOUIS MARTIN SEARS SERIES

COOLING TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH CONSORTIUM

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE – see – AGRICULTURE – COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

COOPERATIVE HOUSING

COPYRIGHT OFFICE – see – UNIVERSITY COPYRIGHT OFFICE

CO-REC GYMNASIUM – see – BUILDINGS – RECREATIONAL SPORTS CENTER

CORELY MEMORIAL LIBRARY COLLECTION – see—FACULTY – PENZELIK, JOHN

CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP AND ETHICS SERIES (04/01/2003)

COUNCIL ON STATUS OF WOMEN

COUNCIL PROGRAM, PRESIDENT’S – see – UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT – PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL PROGRAM

COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE CENTER – see – PURDUE COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE CENTER

COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL SERVICES (CAPS)

COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL SERVICES PROGRAM – see -- EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF – EDUCATIONAL STUDIES – or – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – EDUCATION

CREAMERY AT PURDUE – see – PURDUE CREAMERY

CREATIVE ARTS – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS – or – LIBERAL ARTS SCHOOL OF – CREATIVE ARTS – or – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – CREATIVE ARTS

CREDIT RESEARCH CENTER – see – MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF – CREDIT RESEARCH CENTER

CREDIT UNION, PURDUE EMPLOYEE FEDERAL

CRIME AT PURDUE (1990+)

CRIME LINE (by the Purdue University Police Department)

CROP DIAGNOSTIC TRAINING AND RESEARCH CENTER

CTRAX (Music service from Cdigix Fall 2004)
CURRICULA

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION – see – EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF – CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION – or – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – EDUCATION

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS—ANCIENT ORDER OF DORMITORY DEVILS
CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – BIG BASS DRUM – see also – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – BANDS

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – BOILERMAKER SPECIAL (School Mascot)— also—ASK THE LIBRARIAN

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – CAMPUS PUMP

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – CANNON (football trophy from Illinois-Purdue game)—also—Ask Librarian

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – GIRL IN BLACK

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – GOLDEN GIRL

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – HELLO WALK

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS—HOWITZER

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – MADRIGAL FEAST

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – MECHANICS BURNING

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – NUDE OLYMPICS

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – OLD GOLD AND BLACK

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – OLD OAKEN BUCKET—also—Ask Librarian

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS—PARENTS DAY

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS—PURDUE CIRCUS

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – PURDUE PETE

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – ROWDY (Purdue Pete’s friend) (9/13/97)

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS—SILVER TWINS
CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – TANK SCRAP (ask Librarian)

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – TRACTOR PULL (Boilermaker Tractor Pull)

CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – VICTORY BELL

CURTISS-WRIGHT CADETTES (AT PURDUE WORLD WAR II) 1942-1995

CYBER CAFÉ

CYBER CENTER—see also—DISCOVERY PARK

CYBER CENTER LECTURE SERIES—see also—DISCOVERY PARK

CYCLOTRON – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – PHYSICS D.A.W.N. (Discover the art world now) – see – FINE ARTS FESTIVAL

DANCE – see – PURDUE REPERTORY DANCE COMPANY

DANCITY

DEAN OF MEN – see – DEAN OF STUDENTS, OFFICE OF

DEAN OF STUDENTS, OFFICE OF

DEAN OF STUDENTS, OFFICE OF – BOILER VOLUNTEER NETWORK (formerly Office for Community Service and Learning – changed name in summer of 2003)

DEAN OF STUDENTS, OFFICE OF—OFFICE OF STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

DEAN OF WOMEN – see – DEAN OF STUDENTS, OFFICE OF

DEBRIS

DEGREES GRANTED BY PURDUE UNIVERSITY

DEGREES, HONORARY (1926+)

DEMOCRATS, PURDUE YOUNG – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE

DEMONSTRATIONS – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – PROTESTS

DIGITAL ENTERPRISE CENTER (School of Technology)
DIGITAL LEARNING COLLABORATORY – see – LIBRARIES – UNDERGRADUATE – DIGITAL LEARNING COLLABORATORY

DINING SERVICES

DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS – see – ATHLETICS – DIRECTOR OF (A.D.)

DISABILITY AWARENESS MONTH

DISABLED, FACILITIES FOR – see – HANDICAPPED

DISASTERS (NATURAL)

DISCOVER PURDUE (CAMPAIGN 2001-2002)

DISCOVER PURDUE (PURDUE’S WEEKLY NEWS FEATURE MAGAZINE TV SHOW, EFFECTIVE Jan 1, 2002)

DISCOVERY LEARNING CENTER

DISCOVERY LECTURE SERIES (first one Feb. 6-8, 2006)

DISCOVERY PARK (announced 9/7/01)

DISCOVERY PARK UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH INTERNSHIP PROGRAM—see—UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH INTERNSHIP PROGRAM—DISCOVERY PARK

DISSENT – see – STUDENT AND STUDENT LIFE – PROTESTS – see also – MINORITIES

DISTANCE LEARNING – see also – OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CONFERENCES

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI -- see – ALUMNI – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI – see also – INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

DISTINGUISHED ENGINEERING ALUMNI – see – ENGINEERING COLLEGE OF – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI – see also – ALUMNI – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES – see – CONVOCATIONS AND LECTURES – DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORSHIPS – see – PROFESSORSHIPS – DISTINGUISHED 1997+
DISTRIBUTED INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY (Purdue Libraries)—see also—INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AT PURDUE (ITAP)

DIVERSITY (at Purdue)

DIVERSITY AND MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF – see – DIVERSITY RESOURCE OFFICE

DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT SUPPLIER—see—SUPPLIER DIVERISTY DEVELOPMENT

DIVERSITY RESOURCE OFFICE (includes Diversity Dialogues 1999+)

DIVESTMENT – see – TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – see also – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – PROTESTS

DOMESTIC AND INTIMATE VIOLENCE AWARENESS WEEK

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE WEEK

DOYLE LABORATORRY – see – BUILDINGS – DOYLE LABORATORY

DREAMER AWARD (SPONSORED BY OFFICE OF VICE PRESIDENT FOR HUMAN RELATIONS)—1ST AWARD JANUARY 19, 2004

DRUGS – see – ALCOHOL AND DRUGS

DUAL CAREER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, PURDUE

EBOARD—see also—INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AT PURDUE (ITAP)

E-ENTERPRISE CENTER – see also – DISCOVERY PARK

E-STADIUM (09/03/2003) (will evolve into e-Athletics@Purdue network)

E-WEEK (FIRST HELD THE WEEK OF APRIL 12-16, 2004) – see also - ENGINEERS WEEK (NATIONAL)

EAP/WORKLIFE-WELLNESS PROGRAM

EARHART, AMELIA – see – FACULTY, EARHART, AMELIA – see also Special Collections Earhart finding aid

EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES –see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
ELECTIONS (includes Federal, State, and Local)

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

ELLIOPTT, PRESIDENT EDWARD C. – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – ELLIOTT, EDWARD C.

ELLIOPTT HALL OF MUSIC – see – BUILDINGS – ELLIOTT HALL OF MUSIC

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE SYSTEM – see – PHYSICAL PLANT

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, PURDUE

EMPLOYEE SELF SERVICE (FALL 2004)

EMPLOYMENT AT PURDUE

ENERGIZE INDIANA

ENERGIZING ENTERPRISE

ENERGY

ENERGY CENTER (created July 2005)—see also—DISCOVERY PARK

ENERGY POLICY ADVISORY GROUP (formed 9/2001)

ENERGY SYSTEM ANALYSIS CONSORTIUM (ESAC)

ENGAGEMENT, OFFICE OF (INDPLS 2/20/2002)

ENGAGEMENT, VICE PROVOST FOR (effective 7/01/2001)

ENGINEERING ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (Purdue)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF (before 1954; 1954+)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS (1945+)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – AGRICULTURAL (until May 19, 1995)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – AGRICULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL (as of May 19, 1995)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – CHEMICAL (1950+)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—CHEMICAL ENGINEERING OUTSTANDING CHEMICAL ENGINEER AWARD

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – CIVIL (1928+)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – CIVIL – ROBERT L. & TERRY L. BOWEN LABORATORY FOR LARGE-SCALE CIVIL ENGINEERING RESEARCH (09/27/02)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – COMPUTER INTEGRATED DESIGN MANUFACTURING AND AUTOMATION CENTER (C.I.D.M.A.C.)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – DEAN

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – DEAN SEARCH, SPRING 2001

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – DISTINGUISHED ENGINEERING ALUMNI

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – DIVERSITY

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING (as of May 19, 1995)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – ELECTRICAL (until May 19, 1995)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING—TECHMAKERS LECTURE SERIES (First March 10, 2005)
ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER FOR COLLABORATIVE MANUFACTURING


ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—FRESHMAN – see – ENGINEERING EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – HONORARIES

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – IN-TRAINING TESTS

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – INDUSTRIAL

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—INDUSTRIAL—DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING STUDIES – see – ENGINEERING EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – MATERIALS (INCLUDES METALLURGY)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – MECHANICAL – LOCOMOTIVES

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—MECHANICAL ENGINEERING—OUTSTANDING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ALUMNI—see also—ALUMNI, DISTINGUISHED

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – NUCLEAR

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – OPTOELECTRONICS CENTER

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – PURDUE ENGINEERING STUDENT COUNCIL (P.E.S.C.)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF -- SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS – see also – WOMEN IN ENGINEERING (INCLUDES HISTORY OF)

ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – STAFF RECOGNITION (inaugural 11/21/2002)

ENGINEERING COMPUTER NETWORK (ECN)

ENGINEERING EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF (BOARD OF TRUSTEES APPROVAL NAME CHANGE 4/9/2004)

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION – JOINT HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROJECT – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – CIVIL

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION – THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES RESEARCH CENTER – see – THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES RESEARCH CENTER (T.P.R.C.)

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION – TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING CENTER – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING STUDIES

ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

ENGINEERING PROJECTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE (EPICS)

ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER (pharmaceutical, nutritional, agricultural products)

ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER FOR COMPACT AND EFFICIENT FLUID POWER

ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER FOR INTELLIGENT MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – COMPUTER INTEGRATED DESIGN MANUFACTURING AND AUTOMATION CENTER (C.I.D.M.A.C.)

ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER ON ELECTROTHERMAL CODESIGN OF FUTURE ELECTRONICS

ENGINEERING – WOMEN – see – WOMEN IN ENGINEERING PROGRAM

ENGINEERS WEEK (NATIONAL)—EVENTS HELD AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY – see also – E-WEEK

ENGLISH – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – ENGLISH – or – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – ENGLISH

ENLISTED SCIENCE EDUCATION PROGRAM – see – R.O.T.C. – NAVY

ENOLOGY LIBRARY – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF FOOD SCIENCE
ENRICHMENT PROGRAM, PURDUE – see UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT – PURDUE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

ENROLLMENT (1967+) – see also ADMISSIONS, OFFICE OF

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT, OFFICE OF (established 3/4/2003)

ENTOMOLOGY – see AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – ENTOMOLOGY

ENTOMOLOGY HALL – see BUILDINGS – ENTOMOLOGY HALL

ENTOMOLOGY OUTREACH CENTER — see — BOILER BUG BARN

ENTREPRENEURSHIP SYMPOSIUM (April 4, 2005) — see also — STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE — GRADUATE STUDENTS

ENTREPRENEURSHIP WEEK AT PURDUE

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS – see also RECYCLING

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH STUDIES, INSTITUTE FOR

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING INSTITUTE (PURDUE)

ENVISION CENTER (FOR DATA VISUALIZATION)

EPICS – see ENGINEERING PROJECTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT – see also AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

EQUALITY ALLIANCE – see PURDUE EQUALITY ALLIANCE

ERGONOMICS

ETHANOL AND BIOFUELS (Purdue involvement with)

EUDOXIA GIRARD MARTIN MEMORIAL STAFF AWARD – see MARTIN, EUDOXIA GIRARD MEMORIAL STAFF AWARD

EVA GOBLE LECTURE SERIES

EVALUATIONS, TEACHERS’ – see TEACHER EVALUATION(S)

EXCELLENCE 21
EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARDS – see – TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARDS/HONORS

EXECUTIVE BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – HOVDE HALL OF ADMINISTRATION

EXECUTIVE FORUM – see – MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF – EXECUTIVE FORUM

EXECUTIVE MASTER’S PROGRAM – see – MANAGEMENT,

EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT & TREASURER

EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT & TREASURER—SEARCH (SPRING 2004)

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

EXHIBITS – see – ART EXHIBITS

EXPANSION AND GROWTH OF PURDUE – see – BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE – see – THEATRE or PLAYSHOP

EXTENSION – see – AGRICULTURE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

EXTENSION DISASTER EDUCATION NETWORK (EDEN) – see – AGRICULTURE – COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE – EDEN

EXPERIENCING CUBA LECTURE SERIES

EXponent, PURDUE (1920+)

FACEBOOK

FEELP SCHOOL AS LENDER PROGRAM (FEELP FEDERAL FAMILY EDUCATION LOAN PROGRAM)

FACULTY—AWARDS (1970+) - see also – AWARDS – FACULTY AND STAFF

FACULTY – COMMITTEE

FACULTY – EARLY CAREER DEVELOPMENT (NSF) – see also – YOUNG INVESTIGATOR AWARDS

FACULTY -- EMERITUS
FACULTY – EVALUATIONS

FACULTY FELLOWS

FACULTY INCENTIVE GRANT RESEARCH PROGRAM—see—ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, PURDUE—FACULTY INCENTIVE GRANT RESEARCH PROGRAM

FACULTY ORIENTATION (NEW)

FACULTY – PROMOTIONS

FACULTY – SALARIES

FACULTY SCHOLARS PROGRAM

FACULTY SENATE

FACULTY/STUDENT FORUM – see – UNIVERSITY SENATE

FACULTY AND STAFF – GENERAL (INCLUDES MULTI-NAMES) [1928+]

FACULTY AND STAFF (individual, filed alphabetically by name)

FACULTY AND STAFF – BROWN, HERBERT – see also – NOBEL LAUREATE—see also—HERBERT C. BROWN CENTER FOR BORANE RESEARCH

FACULTY AND STAFF—BUTZ, EARL—see also—AGRICULTURE, DEAN OF

FACULTY AND STAFF—DUNKELBERG, WILLIAM C.

FACULTY AND STAFF – EARHART, AMELIA (Gift of Sally Putnam Chapman, additional artifacts, May 2, 2002)

FACULTY AND STAFF—FORD, FREDERICK

FACULTY AND STAFF—GEDDES, LESLIE A.

FACULTY AND STAFF—GILBRETH, LILLIAN – see also – GILBRETH COLLECTION

FACULTY AND STAFF—KEADY, GENE (25TH YEAR 2004-2005)—see also—ATHLETICS—BASKETBALL--MEN
FACULTY AND STAFF—POTTER, A. A. (SEE ALSO FINDING AID FOR A. A. POTTER PAPERS)

FACULTY AND STAFF—ROGERS, ANNA EMBREE BAKER

FACULTY AND STAFF—STEWART, R. B. & LILLIAN—ASK THE LIBRARIAN

FALL SPACE DAY—see also—ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS

FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT

FAMOUS FILMS

FARM PROGRESS SHOW (Progress City, Decatur, Ill.)—2005


FARM PROGRESS SHOW (Tippecanoe County, Sept 25-27, 2001)

FARM PROGRESS SHOW—1995

FARM SCIENCE REVIEW

FARM WORLD EXPO

FARMERS’ INSTITUTES (precursor to Ag Experiment Stations, Cooperative Extension Service)

FARMINGTON PLAN – see – LIBRARIES – FARMINGTON PLAN

FARMS – see – AGRICULTURE – FARMS

FEAST OF HUNTER’S MOON – see – LAFAYETTE, INDIANA – FEAST OF HUNTER’S MOON

FEES – see – STUDENT FEES

FELLOWS (PURDUE) IN LATIN AMERICA – see – AGRICULTURE – INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE

FELKER LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE—see also—CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF

FFA – see – FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA
FILM LIBRARY – see – LIBRARIES – INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA CENTER (I.M.C.)

FINAL EXAMINATIONS – see – UNIVERSITY SENATE or STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – FINAL EXAMINATIONS

FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS (1950+)

FINE ARTS FESTIVAL

FIRE DEPARTMENT, PURDUE

FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology)

FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology)—BOILERMAKERS REGIONAL ROBOTICS COMPETITION (2005)

FISH FRY – see – ALUMNI – AG ALUMNI

FLAG OF PURDUE

FLAGS

FLAGSHIP ENTERPRISE CENTER—see also—TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF

FLIGHT ARCHIVES, 1936-2010

FLU, PANDEMIC—see—PANDEMIC FLU

FLUID POWER (INTERDISCIPLINARY) (established 12/01)

FOCUS AWARDS (first 2001)

FOCUS ON TEACHING (LECTURE SERIES) (file set up 9/97)

FOOD SCIENCE – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – FOOD SCIENCE

FOOD SCIENCE INSTITUTE – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – FOOD SCIENCE

FOODS AND NUTRITION – see – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – FOODS AND NUTRITION

FOOTBALL – see – ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL
FOREIGN LANGUAGE INSTITUTE – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF ---
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE or HSSE, SCHOOL OF – FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE

FOREIGN STUDENTS AT PURDUE

FOREIGN STUDENT PROGRAM – see – PROGRAMS FOR STUDY ABROAD

FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – FORESTRY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

FORESTRY AND NATURAL RESOURCES – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – FORESTRY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

FORT WAYNE REGIONAL CAMPUS – see – REGIONAL CAMPUSES – FORT WAYNE

FOUNDERS PARK

FOUNTAINS, PURDUE

FOWLER HALL – see – BUILDINGS – FOWLER HALL

FRATERNITIES (individual) 1911-

FRATERNITIES (general)

FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES (1965+) – see also – PANHELLENIC ASSOCIATION

FRATERNITIES – SERVICE

FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES—SIGMA DELTA CHI—HARD TIMES DANCES (held in 1920s in Memorial Gym)

FRATERNITY CASE – see also – ask for folder in Spec. Collections area, Delta Delta Chapter of Sigma Chi (1st campus fraternity, 1875)

FRESHMAN COUNCIL – see – STUDENT GOVERNMENT

FRESHMAN ENGINEERING – see – ENGINEERING EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF
FRESHMAN ENGINEERING LEARNING COMMUNITY – see also – ENGINEERING PROJECTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE (EPICS)

FRESHMAN LEADERSHIP CLASS (initiated Fall 2000 by President Jischke)

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION (1926+)

FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA

GALA WEEK

GALLERIES – see – ART EXHIBITS

GATES (CLASS OF 1897 GIFT)

GATEWAY TO THE FUTURE (CLASS OF 1958-59)

GATEWAYS PROGRAM PURDUE UNIVERSITY

GEARD – see – GLOBAL ENGINEERING ALLIANCE FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

GENERAL ASSEMBLY – see – BUDGET

GEOSCIENCES – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – GEOSCIENCES or SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

GEOTECHNICAL SOCIETY – see – PURDUE GEOTECHNICAL SOCIETY (founded 5/22/2003)

GERALD D. & EDNA E. MANN HALL—see also—DISCOVERY PARK (had been initially E-enterprise Center)

GERMAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION (8/1999) HANOVER, GERMANY (GISMA)

GERONTOLOGY, INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM – see also – CENTER ON AGING AND THE LIFE COURSE

GIFTED EDUCATION RESOURCE INSTITUTE – see – EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF – EDUCATIONAL STUDIES – GIFTED EDUCATION RESOURCE INSTITUTE or HSSE, SCHOOL OF – EDUCATION – GIFTED EDUCATION RESOURCE INSTITUTE

GIFTS (1893+)
GIFTS (including corporate, industry)

GIFTS – CLASS GIFTS – see also – SENIOR FACE OFF

GIFT 1987 CLASS "1987"

GIMLET CLUB

GLASS BLOWING – see – FACULTY AND STAFF – DIXON, RUFUS

GLEE CLUB – see – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – GLEE CLUB

GLOBAL ENGINEERING ALLIANCE FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION (GEARD)

GLOBAL ENGINEERING AND LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

GLOBAL FEST

GLOBAL OUTREACH PURDUE (GO PURDUE)

GLOBAL PARTNERS PROGRAM—see also—INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, DEAN OF; INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS, OFFICE OF

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN INITIATIVE (GSCI)

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN INITIATIVE--KRANNERT

GOLDEN GIRL – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – GOLDEN GIRL

GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE

GOLDEN TAPS (held at Purdue Bell Tower as of 12/4/00)

GOLF COURSE

GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICES FACILITY (School of Pharmacy, located in Purdue Research Park)

GOVERNMENT – COOPERATION WITH PURDUE

GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY COMMISSION (INDIANA, 2004)

GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS – OFFICE OF

GOVERNORS OF INDIANA—see—INDIANA GOVERNORS GRADES, COMMITTEE ON
GRADUATE HOUSE – see – BUILDINGS – RESIDENCE HALLS AND HOUSING UNITS – APPENDIX

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT APPRECIATION WEEK

GRADUATE SCHOOL (1950+)

GRADUATE STUDENTS – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – GRADUATE STUDENTS

GRADUATION – see – COMMENCEMENT

GRAND ALTERNATIVE – see also – GRAND PRIX – see also – GRAND PRIX CONVOCATIONS

GRAND PRIX (1960+) – see also – GRAND ALTERNATIVE – see also – GRAND PRIX CONVOCATIONS

GRAND PRIX CONVOCATIONS – see also – GRAND ALTERNATIVE – see also – GRAND PRIX

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM (in Indiana)

GRANTS (1960+)

GRIBBIN, ORDER OF (established 1994)

GROWTH AND EXPANSION OF PURDUE – see also – BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

GRUELLE, JOHN BARTON (RAGGEDY ANN AND ANDY AUTHOR)

GUEST SPEAKERS – see – school that sponsored the appearance of the speaker

“HAIL PURDUE” – see – SONGS OF PURDUE

HANDBOOK FOR CLERICAL AND SERVICE STAFF – see – CLERICAL AND SERVICE STAFF HANDBOOK

HANDICAPPED

HANSEN, ARTHUR G. RECOGNITION AWARD (1st award, summer 2003)
HANSEN, PRESIDENT ARTHUR G. – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – HANSEN, ARTHUR G.

HANSEN LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH – see – BUILDINGS – HANSEN LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH

HARDWOOD SCANNING CENTER

HARDWOOD TREE IMPROVEMENT AND REGENERATION CENTER

HARRY PARDUE CENTER FOR ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION (9/20/02)

HAWKINS LECTURES

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE RESEARCH CENTERS (funding 11/01)

HEALTH CENTER – see – PURDUE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

HEALTH AND EDUCATION – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF

HEALTH INSURANCE – see – INSURANCE, HEALTH

HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAMS

HEALTH SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF

HEALTH SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

HEATING AND POWER PLANT – see – POWER PLANT

HEAVILION HALL – see – BUILDINGS – HEAVILION HALL

HEINE (ROBERT E.) PHARMACY BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – HEINE (ROBERT E.) PHARMACY

HEISS, RUTH MIRIAM

HERBARIA, ARTHUR AND KRIEBEL

HERBERT C. BROWN CENTER FOR BORANE RESEARCH (includes Lecture Series in Organic Chemistry)—see also—FACULTY AND STAFF—BROWN, HERBERT C.

HERBERT C. BROWN DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY

HERRICK LABORATORIES
HICKS, PRESIDENT JOHN W. – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY –
HICKS, JOHN W.

HICKS UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY – see – LIBRARIES – UNDERGRADUATE

HIGHER GROUND DANCE COMPANY

HILLENBRAND BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING CENTER – see – BUILDINGS—
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING or WELDON SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING

HILLS, THE

HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH—see also—LATINO CULTURAL CENTER

HISTORICALLY BLACK INSTITUTIONS VISITATION PROGRAM

HISTORY – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – HISTORY – or –
HISTORY OF LIBRARIES – see – LIBRARIES, HISTORY OF

HISTORY OF PURDUE (1926+) – see also – LAND GRANT ACT AND LAND
GRANT INSTITUTIONS

HISTORY OF PURDUE (1901 M.S. Thesis, Number 943, By Mary Charlotte
Vinneage)

HISTORY OF PURDUE – FISCAL OPERATIONS

HOLIDAYS

HOLMS GROUP (An organization of American Universities)

HOLOCAUST REMEMBERANCE CONFERENCE

HOMECOMING (1916+)

HOME EC ALUMNI – see – ALUMNI – HOME EC

HOME ECONOMICS ALUMNI DAY – see – ALUMNI – HOME EC

HOME ECONOMICS, SCHOOL OF – see also – CONSUMER AND FAMILY
SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF

HOMELAND SECURITY INSTITUTE (at Purdue)
HONEYWELL-NOBEL INITIATIVE

HONORARIES -- see also – schools that sponsor honoraries

HONORARY DEGREES – see DEGREES, HONORARY

HONORS CONFERENCE (STATEWIDE HONORS CONFERENCE) – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – or – HSSE, SCHOOL OF

HONORS CONVOCATION – see also – AWARDS – FACULTY & STAFF

HONORS GIVEN AT PURDUE – see – MEDALS AND CITATIONS RECEIVED BY PURDUE

HONORS PROGRAM

HOOSIER RIVERWATCH

HORIZONS

HORTICULTURE – see – AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF – HORTICULTUE & LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

HORTICULTURE BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – HORTICULTURE

HORTICULTURE PARK

HORTICULTURE PARK CHAPEL PROTEST – see – TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – HORTICULTURE PARK PROJECT

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT – see – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – DEPARTMENT OF HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT

HOUSING AND FOOD SERVICES

HOUSING RESEARCH PROJECT/CAMPUS—PURDUE (began June 1935)

HOUSING, STUDENT

HOVDE HALL OFF ADMINISTRATION – see – BUILDINGS – HOVDE HALL OF ADMINISTRATION

HOVDE, PRESIDENT FREDERICK L. – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – HOVDE, FREDERICK (includes Frederick L. Hovde Award of Excellence)
HSSE, SCHOOL OF (until July 1, 1989) – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF

HSSE, SCHOOL OF AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – AUDIOLOGY AND SPEECH SCIENCES – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – AUDIOLOGY AND SPEECH SCIENCES

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – COMMUNICATION -- see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – COMMUNICATION

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – CREATIVE ARTS (1960+) – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF CREATIVE ARTS – or – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – EDUCATION (until July 1, 1989) – see also – EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – EDUCATION – GIFTED EDUCATION RESOURCE INSTITUTE (until July 1, 1989) – see also – EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF – EDUCATIONAL STUDIES – GIFTED EDUCATION RESOURCE INSTITUTE

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – ENGLISH

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – HISTORY – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – HISTORY

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – JEWISH STUDIES – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – JEWISH STUDIES

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – MEDIEVAL STUDIES – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – MEDIEVAL STUDIES

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – PHILOSOPHY – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PHILOSOPHY

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH AND RECREATION STUDIES – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH AND RECREATION STUDIES – or – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – HEALTH AND KINESIOLOGY

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – POLITICAL SCIENCE – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – POLITICAL SCIENCE
HSSE, SCHOOL OF – PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES

HSSE, SCHOOL OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

HSSE, SCHOOL OF – WOMEN’S STUDIES (INTERDISCIPLINARY) – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – WOMEN’S STUDIES

HSSE, LIBRARY – see – LIBRARIES – HSSE

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE

HUMAN RELATIONS

HUMAN RELATIONS INTERACTIVE THEATRE ENSEMBLE (HUMAN RITE)

HUMAN RELATIONS OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT (7/98+)

HUMAN RESOURCE SERVICES (formerly Personnel Services, name change effective 11/1/01)

HUMAN RESOURCES – VP FOR (1998+)

HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEM

HUMAN RIGHTS

HURRICANE KATRINA RELIEF (at Purdue)

IBE—see—INDIANA BLACK EXPO

I.H.E.T.S. (INDIANA HIGHER EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS)

I-LIGHT NETWORK (HIGH SPEED NETWORKING CONNECTING IU, IUPUI & PURDUE)

ILLINOIS-INDIANA SEA GRANT COLLEGE PROGRAM

IN 50 YEARS (Exponent series started with issue 6/10/2005)

INDEPENDENT STUDY

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY – see – KANPUR PROJECT
INDIANA AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION CENTER

INDIANA AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS SERVICE

INDIANA ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL PRINCIPALS (PURDUE SPONSORED ACADEMIC COMPETITION)

INDIANA BASKETBALL HALL OF FAME

INDIANA BLACK EXPO (IBE)

INDIANA CENTER FOR APPLIED PROTEIN SCIENCE

INDIANA CENTER FOR CULTURAL EXCHANGE

INDIANA CLEAN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY AND SAFE MATERIAL INSTITUTE (CMTI)

INDIANA COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION – see – INDIANA HIGHER EDUCATION

INDIANA CONSORTIUM OF EDUCATION DEANS (7/25/02)

INDIANA COUNCIL

INDIANA COUNCIL FOR ECONOMIC EDUCATION – see also– MANAGEMENT, KRANNERT GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

INDIANA COVERTS PROJECT

INDIANA EXTENSION EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION—see also—AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF—COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE—AWARDS

INDIANA FARM FAMILY

INDIANA FUTURE FUND –see also – CENTRAL INDIANA LIFE SCIENCES INITIATIVE

INDIANA GOVERNORS—see also—INDIANA LEGISLATURE

INDIANA HIGHER EDUCATION

INDIANA HIGHER EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM – see – I.H.E.T.S.

INDIANA HISTORY (1900+)
INDIANA HISTORY – AGRICULTURE (before July 1966; after July 1966)

INDIANA HISTORY – LIMESTONE

INDIANA HISTORY – MEDICINE

INDIANA HISTORY – MILLS AND MILLWORK

INDIANA HISTORY – TECUMSEH TRAIL

INDIANA LEGISLATURE (includes Statehouse Update, source Purdue News) [1987+]

INDIANA MEDICAL COLLEGE, THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE OF PURDUE UNIVERSITY (1905-1908) – see Librarian

INDIANA MONEY SMART WEEK

INDIANA PATIENT SAFETY CENTER

INDIANA PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR (11/02)

INDIANA PROTEOMICS CONSORTIUM

INDIANA SOYBEAN BOARD – see also – CAMPAIGN FOR PURDUE

INDIANA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM

INDIANA STATE FAIR – see – STATE FAIR

INDIANA STATE CHEMIST

INDIANA STATE CLIMATE OFFICE

INDIANA VENTURE CENTER, INC.

INDIANA VIRTUAL MACHINE ROOM

INDIANA WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER

INDIANA WATERSHED LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

INDIANA WINE & GRAPE COUNCIL

INDIANA WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE
INDIANAPOLIS 500

INDIANAPOLIS REGIONAL CAMPUS – see – REGIONAL CAMPUSES – INDIANAPOLIS (IUPUI)

INDO-US INTER-UNIVERSITY COLLABORATIVE INITIATIVE IN HIGHER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION, GRADUATE SCHOOL – see – MANAGEMENT, KRANEERT GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATION

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION (formerly Industrial Education)

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – INDUSTRIAL

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF – see also – MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF – ECONOMICS – see also – MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PARK – see – MCCLURE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PARK – or – PURDUE RESEARCH PARK

INDUSTRIAL ROUNDTABLE – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – PURDUE ENGINEERING STUDENT COUNCIL

INDUSTRIAL SUPERVISION TECHNOLOGY – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND SUPERVISION

INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE – see LIBRARIES – TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

INDY ROBOT RACING TEAM (2005)

INFORMATION ADVISORY BOARD
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY – VICE PRESIDENT FOR (established 2000) – see – INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AT PURDUE (ITaP)

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AT PURDUE (ITaP) (2000-2004; 2005+)

INNOVATION REALIZATION LABORATORY: INTEGRATING SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING – see – TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER INITIATIVE

INSPIRING FAMILIES AND BUILDING COMMUNITIES AWARD – see – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – AWARDS

INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH STUDIES – see – ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH STUDIES, INSTITUTE FOR

INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING STUDIES – see – ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION – INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING STUDIES

INSTITUTE FOR LEADERSHIP EDUCATION – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF

INSTITUTE FOR NANOELECTRONICS AND COMPUTING (NASA 1/15/03)

INSTITUTE FOR SAFE, QUIET AND DURABLE HIGHWAYS (8/99)

INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN AND TECHNOLOGY (Purdue is partner)

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH AT PURDUE

INSURANCE, HEALTH

INTECH PARK

INTEGRATION – see – MINORITIES

INTEGRATIVE GRADUATE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH TRAINING – see – TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER INITIATIVE

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS ADVISORY COUNCIL

INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING STUDIES – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING STUDIES

INTERDISCIPLINARY GERONTOLOGY PROGRAM – see – GERONTOLOGY INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES OFFICE (8/25/2003)

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITIES

INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS WEEK—see also—INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL

INTERNATIONAL CENTER (Purdue proposed January 2000)

INTERNATIONAL CENTER WEST LAFAYETTE

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY – see – PURDUE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY (PICET)

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION, OFFICE OF

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL (formerly International Awareness Week)

INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP GROUP

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, DEAN OF

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE – see – AGRICULTURE – INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS IN EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (includes educational travel 5/16/2002)

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER POWER ELECTRONICS DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION LAB (IRPEDAL)

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SERVICES (until January 1994) – see – INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS, OFFICE OF

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS, OFFICE OF

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS—HISTORY OF

INTERNET OLYMPIAD

INTERNS FOR INDIANA (first year 2004-2005)

INTERNESHIPS, STUDENTS – see– STUDENTS – INTERSHIPS
IN-TRAINING TESTS – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – IN-TRAINING TESTS

INTRAMURAL SPORTS – see – ATHLETICS – INTRAMURAL SPORTS

INVENTORS RECOGNITION DINNER (first February 8, 2006)—see also—OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION

INVOICES – see – R.O.T.C. – NAVY – INVOICES

IP-GRID (part of NSF funded TeraGrid – Indiana Link)

ISMAIL CENTER FOR HEALTH, EXERCISE AND NUTRITION (A.H. Ismail)

JET PROPULSION CENTER

Jewish Studies – see – Liberal Arts, College of – Jewish Studies – or – HSSE, School of – Jewish Studies

JOB FAIRS

JOHN PURDUE

JOHN PURDUE CLUB

JOHN S. WRIGHT FORESTRY CENTER (at Martel Forest)

JOHNSON HALL OF NURSING – see – BUILDINGS – JOHNSON HALL OF NURSING

JOHNSON, LYNDON B. (Letter to 1967 Graduation Class)

JOINT HIGHWAY RESEARCH CENTER – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – CIVIL

JOINT TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM

JOURNAL AND COURIER

KABUL UNIVERSITY – see – AFGHANISTAN – KABUL UNIVERSITY REBUILDING

KANPUR PROJECT

KAPPA DELTA PI – see – EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF – or – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – EDUCATION
KEENAN REPORT 1973 – see – INDIANA HIGHER EDUCATION

KENNEDY, SENATOR JOHN F. (visit to Purdue, April 1959)

KID’S COLLEGE (learning through sports)

KING, MARTIN LUTHER (INCLUDES VISIT 1958 & UNIVERSITY HOLIDAYS)

KITCHEN TABLE

KITCHEN TABLE LECTURE SERIES (first one 9/4/01)

KNOY HALL OF TECHNOLOGY – see – BUILDINGS – KNOY HALL OF TECHNOLOGY

KNUCKLEHEADS

KRANNERT AT THE FRONTIER (campaign to raise $55 million in the Krannert School of Management)

KRANNERT BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – KRANNERT

KRANNERT CENTER FOR EXECUTIVE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH – see – BUILDINGS – KRANNERT

KRANNERT ENTREPRENEURSHIP CLUB (organized 10/2001)

KRANNERT EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

KRANNERT EXECUTIVE FORUM – see – MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF – EXECUTIVE FORUM

KRANNERT LEADERSHIP SERIES (begun Fall 2001)

KRANNERT LIBRARY – see – LIBRARIES – KRANNERT

KRANNERT SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION – see – MANAGEMENT, KRANNERT GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

KRANNERT SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT DISTINGUISHED LECTURE

KRANNERT STUDENT-MANAGED INVESTMENT FUND

L.A.R.S. (LABORATORY FOR APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING)
L.E.A.F. (LAFAYETTE ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION FEDERATION) – see --
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA, HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION

LABORATORY OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES ENGINEERING (LORRE)

LADIES HALL – see – BUILDINGS – LADIES HALL

LAFAYETTE CENTER FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION

LAFAYETTE, INDIANA [2000+] (excludes Historical description, also includes West Lafayette)

LAFAYETTE, INDIANA – FEAST OF HUNTER’S MOON

LAFAYETTE, INDIANA, HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION (includes West Lafayette, IN) [before 1999, 1999+]

LAFAYETTE REGIONAL SCIENCE & ENGINEERING FAIR (held at Purdue)

LAMBERT FIELDHOUSE – see – BUILDINGS – LAMBERT FIELDHOUSE

LAND GRANT ACT AND LAND GRANT INSTITUTIONS

LAND GRANT ASSOCIATION FILM

LAND GRANT CENTENNIAL (1961, 1962)

LASKY, JESSE L. (At the Steeplechase) – see – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – BANDS

LATINO CULTURAL CENTER

LATINO FACULTY AND STAFF ASSOCIATION

LATINO STUDENT UNION

LAVA LAMP

LAWSUITS (filed against Purdue and/or Purdue filing)

LEADERSHAPE PROGRAM (11/1999)

LEAP – see – WOMEN IN ENGINEERING PROGRAM

“LEARN TO STUDY” PROGRAMS – see – FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
LEARNING COMMUNITIES

LEBANON EXTENSION CENTER (Canterbury College)

LECTURES – see – CONVOCATIONS AND LECTURES – or see also – the Department or organization sponsoring the lecture

LEONORA WOODMAN LECTURE SERIES

LESGAY NETWORK

LIBERAL ARTS AND EDUCATION BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – LIBERAL ARTS AND EDUCATION BUILDING (LAEB)

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF (1989+) – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – AMERICAN STUDIES – see also – INDTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES, OFFICE OF

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF—CLASSICAL STUDIES PROGRAM

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – COMMUNICATION – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – COMMUNICATION

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF CREATIVE ARTS (until August 1992) – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF CREATIVE ARTS – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – DEAN

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – DEAN’S SCHOLAR PROGRAM

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – ENGLISH – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – ENGLISH

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF—FILM AND VIDEO

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – HEALTH, KINESIOLOGY AND LEISURE
STUDIES (name change 11/2/01) – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF --
HEALTH AND KINESIOLOGY

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – HISTORY – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF –
HISTORY

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – JEWISH STUDIES – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL
OF – JEWISH STUDIES

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – MEDIEVAL STUDIES – see also – HSSE,
SCHOOL OF – MEDIEVAL STUDIES

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PATTI AND RUSTY RUEFF DEPARTMENT OF
VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PATTI AND RUSTY RUEFF GALLERIES

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF PHILOSOPHY – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF –
PHILOSOPHY

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH AND
RECREATION STUDIES (until November 1991) – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH AND RECREATION STUDIES – or see also –
LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – HEALTH AND KINESIOLOGY

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – POLITICAL SCIENCE – see also – HSSE,
SCHOOL OF – POLITICAL SCIENCE

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES – see also –
HSSE, SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF—RELIGIOUS STUDIES PROGRAM

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY – see also
– HSSE, SCHOOL OF – SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – SPEECH, LANGUAGE AND HEARING
SCIENCES– see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – COMMUNICATION

LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – WOMEN’S STUDIES (Interdisciplinary) – see also
– HSSE, SCHOOL OF – WOMEN’S STUDIES – see also WOMEN’S HISTORY
MONTH

LIBRARIES (1984+)
LIBRARIES – 125th ANNIVERSARY (2000)

LIBRARIES – ARCHIVES AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

LIBRARIES – ATTITUDES SURVEY (1972)

LIBRARIES – AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER (ended 1980-81)

LIBRARIES--CAMPAIGN FOR PURDUE 2000-2007

LIBRARIES – CHEMISTRY (M.G. Mellon Library of Chemistry)

LIBRARIES – COMPUTER BASED INFORMATION SERVICES (CBIS)

LIBRARIES – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES (CFS)

LIBRARIES – DIGITAL LEARNING COLLABORATORY, HICKS (dedication Sept 2002)

LIBRARIES – DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

LIBRARIES—DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES (2005)—INAUGURAL SYMPOSIUM(S)

LIBRARIES – ENGINEERING

LIBRARIES – ENGINEERING – GOSS LIBRARY

LIBRARIES – FARMINGTON PLAN

LIBRARIES – FILM – see – LIBRARIES – INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA CENTER (IMC)

LIBRARIES—HISTORY OF

LIBRARIES – HSSE

LIBRARIES – INSTRUCTION (includes samples, procedures, etc.)

LIBRARIES – INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA CENTER (IMC)

LIBRARIES – KRANNERT – see – LIBRARIES – MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS LIBRARY (MEL)

LIBRARIES—MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS LIBRARY (MEL)—SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
LIBRARIES – MAPS

LIBRARIES – MATH SCIENCE

LIBRARIES—MEDIA (INCLUDE ALL FORMATS) 2004-2005

LIBRARIES—MEMORIAL RESOLUTION

LIBRARIES – MILLIONTH VOLUME (1969)

LIBRARIES—MORIARITY/DAGNESE AWARDS

LIBRARIES – PAT ON THE BACK (appreciation 2/18/99)

LIBRARIES – PHARMACY

LIBRARIES – PHYSICS

LIBRARIES – POTTER MOVE

LIBRARIES – PUBLICATIONS (before 1996; after 1996)

LIBRARIES—P.U.L.S.E. (PURDUE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY STUDENT EMPLOYEE) AWARD (FIRST AWARDED SPRING 2004)

LIBRARIES—SEMINAR SERIES

LIBRARIES – SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

LIBRARIES – SPECIAL COLLECTIONS – MEDIA FOCUS

LIBRARIES—SPECIAL COLLECTIONS—REMNANT TRUST EXHIBITION JAN. 10—see also—ART EXHIBITS

LIBRARIES—STAFF

LIBRARIES—SUSAN BULKELEY BUTLER WOMEN’S ARCHIVES

LIBRARIES – TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

LIBRARIES – THOR (THE ONLINE RESOURCE)

LIBRARIES—TWO MILLIONTH VOLUME (1993)

LIBRARIES – UNDERGRADUATE
LIBRARIES—UNDERGRADUATE—CLASS OF 1933 MURALS


LIBRARIES – UNDERGRADUATE – DIGITAL LEARNING COLLABORATORY

LIBRARIES – VISION 21

LIBRARIES—W. WAYNE BOOKER ENDOWED CHAIR IN INFORMATION LITERACY

LIBRARIES – WILEY (R.B.) MEMORIAL

LIBRARY ADDITION 1980 – see – BUILDINGS – HICKS UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY

LIFE SCIENCE MARKETING INSTITUTE – see – CONTINUING EDUCATION – LIFE INSURANCE MARKETING INSTITUTE

LIFE SCIENCES BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – LILLY HALL OF LIFE SCIENCES

LIFE SCIENCES BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION (PURDUE 2003)

LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – HANSEN LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH

LIFETIME UNIVERSITY (PURDUE 2000)

LILLY ENDOWMENT INC. (FUND ENDOWED FACULTY POSITIONS, ANNOUNCEMENT 6/4/04) – see also – PROFESSORSHIPS—ENDOWED

LILLY ENDOWMENT RETENTION INITIATES – see – PURDUE UNIVERSITY LILLY ENDOWMENT RETENTION

LILLY HALL OF LIFE SCIENCES – see – BUILDINGS – LILLY HALL OF LIFE SCIENCES

LIMBERLOST CAMP

LION FOUNTAIN – see – REAMER CLUB

LITERARY AWARDS

LITERARY READING SERIES

LITERACY NETWORK PROJECT LECTURE SERIES
LIVING WELL AFTER 50 COALITION
LOANS FOR STUDENTS – see – FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS
LOCOMOTIVE MUSEUM – see – RAILWAY MUSEUM
LOCOMOTIVES – see – ENGINEERING, SCHOOL OF – MECHANICAL – LOCOMOTIVES
LOEB PLAYHOUSE – see – BUILDINGS – STEWART CENTER
LOGISTICS SYMPOSIUM – see – TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY LOGISTICS SYMPOSIUM
LOGO – see – UNIVERSITY LOGO (revision 2002)
LORRE – see – LABORATORY OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES ENGINEERING
LOUIS SEARS LECTURES – see – SEARS LECTURE SERIES
LOUIS STOKES ALLIANCE FOR MINORITY PARTICIPATION GRANT (Purdue, IU, IUPUI, Ball State, Purdue Calumet) March 4, 2003
LOVE ENGINEERING AT PURDUE (LEAP) – see – WOMEN IN ENGINEERING PROGRAM
LUX BERITE – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS – “UNDERGROUND” STUDENT NEWSPAPERS
LYNN HALL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE – see – BUILDINGS – LYNN HALL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
M.P.A.T.I. – see – MIDWEST PROGRAM ON AIRBORNE TELEVISION INSTRUCTION
M.U.C.I.A. (MIDWEST UNIVERSITIES CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC.) – see – CONSORTIA
MACKEY ARENA – see – BUILDINGS – MACKEY ARENA
MADRIGAL FEAST – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – MADRIGAL FEAST
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION DEPARTMENT (FREH)
MANAGEMENT, KRANNERT GRADUATE SCHOOL OF (before 1996; after 1996)
MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF (1976+)

MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF – CREDIT RESEARCH CENTER

MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF – EXECUTIVE FORUM

MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF—WEEKEND EXECUTIVE MBA PROGRAM

MANPOWER STUDIES, OFFICE OF

MANUSCRIPT HOLDINGS – see – LIBRARIES – MANUSCRIPT HOLDINGS

MAPS – see – CAMPUS MAPS FILE DRAWER

MARKEY CENTER FOR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER – see – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY CENTER

MARRIED STUDENT HOUSING – see – PURDUE VILLAGE UNITS

MARTELL FOREST RESEARCH & EDUCATION CENTER (construction 2002)

MARTHA CHRISTINE BUTLER INTERACTION GARDEN – see – BUTLER, MARTHA CHRISTINE

MARTIN, EUDOXIA GIRARD MEMORIAL STAFF AWARD (first 12/01)

MASTER PLAN PURDUE UNIVERSITY (1985)

MATERIALS ENGINEERING – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – MATERIALS

MATH SCIENCE LIBRARY – see – LIBRARIES – MATH SCIENCE

MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS – see – SCIENCES, SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

MAURICE J. ZUCROW LABORATORIES – see – ZUCROW, MAURICE J. LABORATORIES
MCCLURE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PARK (until August 1991) -- see also – PURDUE RESEARCH PARK

MCCOY, HERBERT NEWBY, AWARD

MCCUTCHEON, GEORGE BARR – see – ALUMNI – MCCUTCHEON, GEORGE BARR

MCCUTCHEON, JOHN T. – see – ALUMNI – MCCUTCHEON, JOHN T.

MDS/LILLY ENDOWMENT ENTREPRENEURSHIP SPEAKERS SERIES

MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH CENTER

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – MECHANICAL

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

MEDALS AND CITATIONS RECEIVED BY PURDUE

MEDAL(S) PRESIDENT’S (of Purdue University, given by)

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, PURDUE

MEDICAL SCHOOL (PROPOSED)

MEDICAL SCHOOL PURDUE 1905-1980 – see – Librarian

MEDIEVAL STUDIES – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – MEDIEVAL STUDIES – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – MEDIEVAL STUDIES

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

MEMORIAL CENTER – see – BUILDINGS – STEWART CENTER

MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM – see – BUILDINGS – COMPUTER SCIENCE

MEMORIAL MALL

MEMORIAL UNION – see – BUILDINGS – MEMORIAL UNION

MEMORABILIA – see – BUILDINGS – MEMORIAL UNION – 60th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION MEMORABILIA
MEMORIAL UNION – PETITION EXPANSION DRIVE – see – BUILDINGS – MEMORIAL UNION PETITION EXPANSION DRIVE

MEMORIALS, CLASS – see – GIFTS

MERIT PAY – see – SPECIAL MERIT PAY

MIDDLE EAST CONFLICTS—CAMPUS REACTION (beginning 7/17/06)

MIDWEST PROGRAM ON AIRBORNE TELEVISION INSTRUCTION (M.P.A.T.I.) [1959+]

MIDWEST SUPERCONDUCTIVITY CONSORTIUM

MIDWEST WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE

MIDWESTERN UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

MILITARY CONVOCATION – see – R.O.T.C.

MILITARY FAMILY INSTITUTE (2003)

MILLENNIUM – see – TWENTY FIRST CENTURY (1/1/2000)

MINING AND MINERALS RESEARCH INSTITUTE

MINORITIES

MINORITY PROGRAMS

MISS INDIANA

MISS PURDUE PAGEANT

MOCKPOLITICAL CONVENTION – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – MOCK POLITICAL CONVENTION (records are on deposit at the Office of the Dean of Students)

MODEL CURRICULUM FOR LAND GRANT UNIVERSITIES IN RESEARCH ETHICS

MODERN LANGUAGES – see LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
MOLLENKOPF ATHLETIC CENTER – see – BUILDINGS – MOLLENKOPF
ATHLETIC CENTER

MONSANTO – PURDUE SEMINAR SERIES – see – PURDUE – MONSANTO
SEMINAR SERIES

MORATORIUM COMMITTEE, VIETNAM – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE
– PROTESTS

MORTAR BOARD (1948+)

MOSAIC AWARD

MOSAIC PLAN

MOTHER’S DAY WEEKEND – see also – SPRING FEST

MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER (MIDC)

MURPHY AWARDS—see—CHARLES B. MURPHY AWARDS

MUSIC HALL 1971-1973 (formerly Victory Varieties) – see – CONVOCATIONS AND
LECTURES

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – ALL CAMPUS CHORALE

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – BANDS

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – CHRISTMAS SHOW (1st 1933)

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – CONCERTS

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – GLEE CLUB

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – GOLD AND BLACK SOUND BASKETBALL BAND
(GABS)

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS—HEART AND SOUL

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – JAZZ BAND

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS -- PMO CLUB

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS--PURDUETTES
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

MUSICOLOGY COURSES – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – CREATIVE ARTS – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – CREATIVE ARTS

MUSLIM DISCUSSION GROUP

N.A.S.A.

N.A.S.A. INSTITUTE FOR NANOELECTRONICS AND COMPUTING – see – INSTITUTE FOR NANOELECTRONICS AND COMPUTING

N.A.S.A.—REDUCED GRAVITY STUDENT FLIGHT OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM

N.A.S.A SPECIALIZED CENTER OF RESEARCH AND TRAINING FOR ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT


N.E.S.E.P. (Naval Enlisted Scientific Education Program) – see – R.O.T.C. – NAVY

NEGISHI-BROWN LECTURES

NANCY T. HANSEN THEATRE—see also—THEATRE or BUILDINGS—YUE-KONG PAO HALL OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

NANOTECHNOLOGY CENTER – see – ULTRA-PERFORMANCE NANOTECHNOLOGY CENTER

NATIONAL ARCHIVES

NATIONAL BIOSECURITY RESOURCE CENTER FOR ANIMAL HEALTH EMERGENCIES

NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT – 1958

NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK

NATIONAL FOOTBALL FOUNDATION (local chapter)—dinner 6/28/05, first locally

NATIONAL GUARD (call to duty 2003, students and staff)

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION (NIPTE)
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARS (Purdue)

NATIONAL MINORITIES IN AGRICULTURE, NATURAL RESOURCES AND RELATIONED SCIENCES (conference)

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION EARLY CAREER AWARDS—see—PRESIDENTIAL EARLY CAREER AWARDS FOR SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION – SUMMER INSTITUTES FOR SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING TEACHERS

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS (Purdue chapter)

NATIONAL STUDENT EMPLOYMENT WEEK – see also – FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS

NATIONAL YOUTH SPORTS PROGRAM (at Purdue)

NATIVE AMERICAN COHORT

NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL CENTER—see also—MOSAIC PLAN

NATURAL RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE

NAVAL ENLISTED SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION PROGRAM (N.E.S.E.P.) – see – R.O.T.C. – NAVY

NAVY – see – R.O.T.C. – NAVY

NCI (North Central Indiana Consortium) TRANSFORMATION NETWORK

NETWORK FOR COMPUTATIONAL NANOTECHNOLOGY (NSF 1/16/03)

NEW CROP CENTER (School of Agriculture)

NEW FACULTY ORIENTATION – see – FACULTY ORIENTATION (NEW)

NEW HARMONY CORRESPONDENCE

NEWS DIGEST (Purdue News Service) [1965+]—see also—UNIVERSITY RELATIONS OFFICE

NEWS SERVICE – see – NEWS DIGEST (1965+)
NEWSREEL – see – NEWS DIGEST

NEXT GENERATION RADAR (NEXRAD), ALSO KNOWN AS WSR-88D

NEXTRANS CENTER (Discovery Park)

NIGHT CLASSES – see – CONTINUING EDUCATION – see – CONTINUING EDUCATION – ADULT EDUCATION – see also – CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

NINETY NINES, INC.

NOBEL LAUREATE (Nobel Prize winner, Purdue and other Purdue affiliated winners)

NORTH AMERICAN LEVINAS SOCIETY (created in Oct. 2005 by Philosophy graduate students)

NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION (accrediting association)

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL CAMPUS – see – REGIONAL CAMPUSES – NORTH CENTRAL (Michigan City)

NORTHWEST INDIANA COMPUTATIONAL GRID

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – NUCLEAR

NUCLEAR REACTOR – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF -- NUCLEAR

NUDE OLYMPICS – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – NUDE OLYMPICS

NURSING, COLLEGE OF (1963+)

O’BRIEN, WILLIAM H. – see – TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – O’BRIEN, WILLIAM H.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK – see – PLACEMENT SERVICE --- OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK PROGRAMS

OCCUPATIONAL RESEARCH CENTER – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING – see – HOUSING, STUDENT

OFF CAMPUS MEAL PLAN—started at Purdue Fall 2005
OFFICE OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AND LEARNING—see also—DEAN OF STUDENTS, OFFICE OF – BOILER VOLUNTEER NETWORK

OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CONFERENCES (OCEC)

OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

OFFICE OF MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS (formerly Office of Publications)

OFFICE OF STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES—see—DEAN OF STUDENTS, OFFICE OF—OFFICE OF STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION (Sept ’99, formerly Office of Technology Transfer)

OLD MASTERS PROGRAM (1957+)

OLD OAKEN BUCKET -- see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – OLD OAKEN BUCKET

OLYMPIAD – INTERNET (11/00)

OLYMPIC TORCH (PURDUE, 6/4/96)

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA

ON STAGE (ceased publication 1962-63) – see – PLAYSHOP – see also – THEATRE

ONCOLOGICAL SCIENCES CENTER (located in Discovery Park), 7/19/05—see also—DISCOVERY PARK

ONE BRICK HIGHER AWARD – see – AWARDS – ONE BRICK HIGHER

ONEPURDUE

ONLINE WRITING LAB (OWL)

OPINION PANEL – see – MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH

OPPORTUNITY AWARDS PROGRAM – see also – SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS – see also – AWARDS—STUDNETS

OPPORTUNITY FOR INDIANA (LILLY ENDOWMENT GRANT) APRIL 2004
OPPORTUNITY FOR INDIANA BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION (2004)

OPTOELECTRONICS CENTER – see – ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION – OPTOELECTRONICS CENTER

ORAL ENGLISH PROFICIENCY PROGRAM

ORDER OF THE GRIFFIN – see – GRIFFIN, ORDER OF

ORGANIZATION CHART OF PURDUE

ORGANIZATION FOR LABOR EQUALITY—see—PURDUE ORGANIZATION FOR LABOR EQUALITY

ORIENTATION – see – FRESHMAN ORIENTATION

ORIENTATION AND NEW STUDENTS PROGRAMS (ONSP)

OUTSTANDING COMMERCIALIZATION AWARD (for Purdue University faculty—first 1/20/04)

OWEN, PRESIDENT RICHARD – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – OWEN, RICHARD

P.A.C.E. (Partners for the Advancement of CAD/CAM/CAE Education 9/02)

P.E.E.R.S. (Positive Educational Experiences for Purdue Students)

P.E.R.E.C. (Purdue Energy Research and Education Center) – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – ELECTRICAL

P.J. – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS


P.U.L.S.E. (PURDUE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY STUDENT EMPLOYEE) AWARD – see – LIBRARIES—P.U.L.S.E. AWARD

P.U.N.C.H. (PURDUE UNIVERSITY NETWORK COMPUTING HUBS)

PACIFIC RIM INITIATIVE

PAKISTANI INSTITUTIONAL EXCELLENCE
PANDEMIC FLU (Purdue; includes source information from 1918 epidemic)

PANHELLENIC ASSOCIATION – see also – FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

PAO HALL OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS—see—BUILDINGS—YUE-KONG PAO HALL OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

PARALLAX – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS – “UNDERGROUND” STUDENT NEWSPAPERS

PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION, PURDUE – see – UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT – PURDUE PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION
PARENTS’ WEEKEND – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS

PARKING AND TRAFFIC (1963+)

PARKING AT PURDUE – see – PARKING AND TRAFFIC

PARTNERSHIPS – PURDUE AND COMPANIES

PARTNERSHIPS – PURDUE AND UNIVERSITIES

PATTI AND RUSTY RUEFF GALLERIES—see also—ART EXHIBITS; LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF—PATTI AND RUSTY RUEFF DEPARTMENT OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

PEACE COALITION

PEACE CORPS TRAINING

PEACE STUDIES, COMMITTEE ON (2003)

PEACEMAKING ACTION NETWORK – see also – STUDENT CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

PEIRCE HALL – see – BUILDINGS – PEIRCE HALL

PERCEPTION-BASED ENGINEERING (Lab, Ford Grant 1/24/01, new wing Herrick Laboratories)

PERDOO – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS – “UNDERGROUND” STUDENT NEWSPAPERS

PERFORMANCES AT PURDUE – see – CONVOCATIONS AND LECTURES
PERSONNEL SERVICES – see – HUMAN RESOURCE SERVICES (name change effective 11/01/01)

PERSONNEL TRAINING NOTES – see – AGRICULTURE – COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

PHARMACY LIBRARY – see – LIBRARIES – PHARMACY

PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF (before 1991, 1991+)

PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF— DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

PHARMACY – SCHOOL OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR PHARMACOLOGY

PHI BETA KAPPA – see also – HONORARIES

PHILOSOPHY – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – PHILOSOPHY – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – PHILOSOPHY

PHONE-A-THON – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH AND RECREATION STUDIES – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – HEALTH AND KINESIOLOGY— see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH AND RECREATION STUDIES – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH AND RECREATION STUDIES

PHYSICAL FACILITIES (1967+)—see also—BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

PHYSICAL PLANT – see – PHYSICAL FACILITIES

PHYSICS – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – PHYSICS

PHYSICS BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – PHYSICS

PHYSICS LIBRARY – see – LIBRARIES – PHYSICS

PI – INDIANA STATE LEGISLATURE

PICCARD, DR. JEAN F. (visit May 1935)

PIERCE, MARTIN L. – see – TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – PEIRCE, MARTIN L.
PLACEMENT SERVICE – see – CENTER FOR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES (9/97)

PLACEMENT SERVICE – ANNUAL REPORTS

PLACEMENT SERVICE – OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK PROGRAMS

PLANS FOR THE EIGHTIES

PLANT AND PEST DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY—see—CENTER FOR CROP BIOSECURITY

PLAYBOY

PLAYSHOP – 1966 AND BEFORE (discontinued Sept 1966, with the formation of the Department of Creative Arts) – see also – THEATRE

PMO CHRISTMAS SHOW – see – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – CHRISTMAS SHOW

POLICE DEPARTMENT, PURDUE – see -- PURDUE POLICE DEPARTMENT

POLITICAL GRANOLA – see – EXPONENT, PURDUE

POLITICAL SCIENCE – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF –

POLITICAL SCIENCE – see – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – POLITICAL SCIENCE

PORK INFORMATION GATEWAY (PIG)

POSITIVE ABOUT PURDUE

POST-WAR PLANNING FOR PURDUE

POST WILEY VISIT, PURDUE (April 14, 1935)

POTTER ENGINEERING CENTER – see – BUILDINGS – POTTER ENGINEERING CENTER

POTTER MOVE – see – LIBRARIES – POTTER MOVE

POWER PLANT

PRESIDENTIAL EARLY CAREER AWARDS FOR SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL
PRESIDENT’S HOUSE—see—WESTWOOD (President Hansen first occupant, 1971)

PRESIDENT’S MEDAL (OF THE UNIVERSITY) – see – MEDAL(S), PRESIDENTS (of Purdue University, given by)

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY—GENERAL

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – SELECTION PROCESS


PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – BEERING, STEVEN – LETTERS

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – DANIELS, MITCH (2013-

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – ELLIOTT, EDWARD C. (1922-1945)


PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – HOUGHMAN, JOHN S. (1875-1876)


PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – MARSHALL, HENRY W. (acting 1921-1922)

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY --- OWEN, RICHARD (1872-1874)

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – SHORTHIDGE, ABRAHAM C. (1874-1875)

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – SMART, JAMES HENRY (1883-1900)

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – STONE, WINTHROP E. (1900-1921) [before 1921; 1921+]

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – WHITE, EMERSON E. (1876-1883)

PRINTING SERVICES
PRISM CENTER (PRODUCTION, ROBOTICS AND INTEGRATION SOFTWARE FOR MANUFACTURING AND MANAGEMENT)

PROBLEM BASED LEARNING (PBL)

PROCUREMENT OPERATIONS

PROFESSIONAL LANDCARE NETWORK (PLANET)

PROFESSIONAL THEATRE COMPANY, PURDUE – see – THEATRE – see also – PLAYSHOP

PROFESSORSHIPS – DISTINGUISHED (97+) – see also – PROFESSORSHIPS – ENDOWED

PROFESSORSHIPS – ENDOWED – see also – PROFESSORSHIPS – DISTINGUISHED

PROGRAM OF COMPARATIVE MEDICINE – see – COMPARATIVE MEDICINE, PROGRAM OF

PROGRAMS FOR STUDY ABROAD (1976+)

PROJECT FREEDOM (student established 2002)

PROJECT HIGH HOPES

PROJECT LEAD THE WAY—see—TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF—STATEWIDE TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM

PROJECT RESPECT (2003)

PROPHETSTOWN (State Park)

PROTESTS – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – PROTESTS – see also – PURDUE STUDENTS AGAINST SWEAT SHOPS – see also – STUDENTS AGAINST TERRORISM

PROTON ACCELERATOR – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF -- PHYSICS

PROVOST (July 1, 2001)

PROVOSTS OF THE UNIVERSITY

PROVOST SEARCH COMMITTEE (replacement for Executive Vice President of Academic Affairs, R.I. Ringel (9/2000)
PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF –
PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CENTER – see – LIBERAL ARTS SCHOOL OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY BUILDINGS – see – BUILDINGS – PSYCHOLOGY

PUBLIC AFFAIRS VIDEO ARCHIVES – see – C-SPAN

PUBLIC HEALTH COMMUNICATION SERIES

PUBLIC INFORMATION, OFFICE OF

PUBLIC POLICY AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION CENTER

PUBLIC RELATIONS, PURDUE

PUBLICATIONS, PURDUE – see – OFFICE OF MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
(change effective 7/1/2000)

PUMP (HISTORICAL LANDMARK)

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

PURDUE, THE

PURDUE – A CLOSER LOOK (Weekly TV Magazine) – see also– DISCOVER
PURDUE (Purdue’s weekly news & feature magazine TV show, effective Jan 1,
2002)

PURDUE ACADEMIC ADVISING ASSOCIATION (PACADA)—see also—Finding Aid

PURDUE AGRICULTURE TEAM AWARD

PURDUE AIR LINK (PAL)

PURDUE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION – see – ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, PURDUE

PURDUE ARMY DRILL FLOAT – see – R.O.T.C.

PURDUE ARTS JEWELRY AND METALS ASSOCIATION (PAJAMA)

PURDUE ASSOCIATION OF LEADERS
PURDUE ATHLETIC ADVISORY COUNCIL – see – ATHLETIC ADVISORY COUNCIL, PURDUE

PURDUE BATTLE OF THE BANDS

PURDUE BELL TOWER

PURDUE BOARD (electronic bulletin board)

PURDUE CABLE – see – CENTER FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

PURDUE CALUMET DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION – see – REGIONAL CAMPUSES – CALUMET

PURDUE CENTER FOR FOOD SAFETY ENGINEERING

PURDUE CHANNEL

PURDUE COMMUNITY OF SERVICE—LEARNING FACULTY FELLOWS

PURDUE COUNSELING & GUIDANCE CENTER

PURDUE CREAMERY

PURDUE CREW—see also—STUDENT CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS (new boathouse announced Oct. 2005)

PURDUE DANCE TEAM

PURDUE DATA DIGEST

PURDUE DEFENDER

PURDUE DIAGNOSTIC TRAINING AND RESEARCH CENTER—see also—CROP DIAGNOSTIC TRAINING AND RESEARCH CENTER

PURDUE DUAL CAREER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM – see – DUAL CAREER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, PURDUE

PURDUE E-BUSINESS RESEARCH CENTER (PERC)

PURDUE EMPLOYEE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION – see – CREDIT UNION, PURDUE EMPLOYEE FEDERAL

PURDUE ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FOR WOMEN – see -- ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF
PURDUE ENGINEERING STUDENT COUNCIL – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – PURDUE ENGINEERING STUDENT COUNCIL

PURDUE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM – see – UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT – PURDUE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

PURDUE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES & ENGINEERING INSTITUTE – see – ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

PURDUE EQUALITY ALLIANCE

PURDUE EVENTS FOR JOURNALISTS (Univ. News Service)

PURDUE “FIRST” – see – HISTORY OF PURDUE

PURDUE GATEWAYS PROGRAM –see – GATEWAYS PROGRAM PURDUE

PURDUE GEOTECHNICAL SOCIETY (founded May 22, 2003)

PURDUE GRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT (PGSG 2/13/03)

PURDUE HALL – see – BUILDINGS – PURDUE HALL

PURDUE HABITAT FOR HUMANITY

PURDUE HARDWOOD TREE IMPROVEMENT AND REGENERATION CENTER

PURDUE HISTORY – see – HISTORY OF PURDUE

PURDUE HOMELAND SECURITY INSTITUTE

PURDUE INDIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION

PURDUE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PARK – see – PURDUE RESEARCH PARK – see also – MCCLURE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PARK

PURDUE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY (P.I.C.E.T.)

PURDUE—IT’S HAPPENING HERE! (theme for 2003-2004)

PURDUE JAZZ FEST

PURDUE, JOHN – see also – JOHN PURDUE FINDING AID and/or PURDUE COLLECTION (ask Librarian)

PURDUE LETTERMAN’S “P” CLUB

PURDUE MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS (10/2002)

PURDUE MASTER PLAN (1985) – see – MASTER PLAN PURDUE UNIVERSITY

PURDUE MASTER TRANSPORTATION PLAN

PURDUE MONSANTO SEMINAR SERIES (initiated 12/2002)

PURDUE MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS (P.M.O.) – see – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – P.M.O. CLUB

PURDUE NETWORK – COMPUTING HUBS

PURDUE NEWS (includes campus activities)

PURDUE NEWS DIGEST – see – NEWS DIGEST (Purdue News Service)

PURDUE OPINION POLL – see – MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH CENTER

PURDUE OPPORTUNITY AWARDS PROGRAM—see also—OPPORTUNITY AWARDS PROGRAM

PURDUE ORGANIZATION FOR LABOR EQUALITY—see also—PURDUE STUDENTS AGAINST SWEATSHOPS

PURDUE ORGANIZATIONS

PURDUE PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION – see – UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT – PURDUE PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION

PURDUE PEACE UNION

PURDUE PETE – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS – PURDUE PETE

PURDUE PILOTS

PURDUE POLICE DEPARTMENT (1956+)
PURDUE PRESS — see — PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS

PURDUE PREVIEW DAYS – see – FRESHMAN ORIENTATION

PURDUE RAILROAD – see – RAILROAD, PURDUE


PURDUE REPERTORY DANCE COMPANY

PURDUE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CENTER FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN ENGINEERING

PURDUE RESEARCH FOUNDATION

PURDUE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM (PROP)

PURDUE RESEARCH PARK (1991+) – see also – PURDUE TECHNOLOGY CENTER (dedicated 8/1999)

PURDUE RIFLES (a Civil War regiment)

PURDUE RIVETER – see – REGIONAL CAMPUSES – FORT WAYNE

PURDUE-SANDIA LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

PURDUE SERVICE CENTER – see – BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION

PURDUE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

PURDUE SOLAR RACING TEAM

PURDUE SONGS – see – SONGS OF PURDUE

PURDUE STUDENT ASSOCIATION – see – STUDENT GOVERNMENT

PURDUE STUDENT ENGINEERING FOUNDATION

PURDUE STUDENT GOVERNMENT – see – STUDENT GOVERNMENT

PURDUE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER (1949+)

PURDUE STUDENT HOST ORGANIZATION

PURDUE STUDENT RADIO
PURDUE STUDENT SECURITY PATROL—see also—POLICE DEPARTMENT, PURDUE

PURDUE STUDENT UNION BOARD (1980+)

PURDUE STUDENTS AGAINST SWEATSHOPS – see also – COMMITTEE ON MERCHANDISING POLICY (1999+) – see also – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – PROTESTS – see also – STUDENTS AGAINST TERRORISM

PURDUE SURPLUS AND WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS—see—SURPLUS AND WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS

PURDUE TECHNOLOGY CENTER (8/1999 dedication) – see also – PURDUE RESEARCH PARK

PURDUE TECHNOLOGY CENTER OF NORTHWEST INDIANA (dedication 10/2002)

PURDUE TODAY (From the Lafayette Journal & Courier 1996-1998)

PURDUE TRAIN WRECK OF 1903 (see the Librarian)

PURDUE TRAX (1999+) – see – TRAX

PURDUE UNIVERSITY—RANKINGS

PURDUE UNIVERSITY BALLROOM DANCE COMPETITION

PURDUE UNIVERSITY DANCE MARATHON

PURDUE UNIVERSITY LILLY ENDOWMENT RETENTION INITIATIVES (2/1998+)

PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS

PURDUE UNIVERSITY REGIONAL VISUALIZATION ANALYTIC CENTER (PURVAC)

PURDUE UNIVERSITY RETIREES ASSOCIATION

PURDUE UNIVERSITY STUDIES – see – PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS

PURDUE VERSUS INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOD DONOR CHALLENGE

PURDUE VILLAGE (formerly Married Student Housing)
PURDUE VILLAGE – CRIME (8/2/2001)

PURDUE WAREHOUSE AND SURPLUS DISPOSAL

PURDUE WEST

PURDUE WOMEN’S CAUCUS – see – WOMEN’S CAUCUS

PURDUE WOMEN’S CLUB – see – WOMEN’S CLUB

PURDUE WOMEN’S DINNER CLUB

PURDUE YOUNG DEMOCRATS – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE

QUARKNET (mentoring program for high school teachers—physics)

QUARTERDECK SOCIETY – see – R.O.T.C. – NAVY – QUARTERDECK SOCIETY

QUEER STUDENT UNION

R.O.T.C. (RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS)

R.O.T.C. HALL OF FAME

R.O.T.C. – AIR FORCE


R.O.T.C. – ARMY


R.O.T.C. – NAVY

R.O.T.C. – NAVY – BOILERMAN

R.O.T.C. – NAVY – INVOICES

R.O.T.C. – NAVY – QUARTERDECK SOCIETY

R.O.T.C. – NAVY – SOUNDINGS

R.O.T.C. AND MILITARY—AIR FORCE
RAGGEDY ANN AND RAGGEDY ANDY—see—GRUELLE, JOHN BARTON

RAILROAD, PURDUE

RAILWAY MUSEUM – see also – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – MECHANICAL -- LOCOMOTIVES

RALLY ON THE RIVER – see – R.O.T.C. – NAVY – QUARTERDECK SOCIETY

RANKINGS (includes graduate and undergraduate—Purdue University)

RCA CADETTES (at Purdue, World War II)

REAGAN, PRESIDENT RONALD (visit 1987)

REAMER CLUB

RECITATION BUILDING – see – BUILDINGS – RECITATION

RECREATIONAL GYMNASIUM – see – BUILDINGS – RECREATIONAL SPORTS CENTER

RECREATIONAL SPORTS, DIVISION OF

RECYCLING – see also – ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

RED BRICK MANIFESTO – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – RED BRICK MANIFESTO

REDENBACHER, ORVILLE—see—ALUMNI—REDENBACHER, ORVILLE--see also back area

REGENSTRIEF CENTER FOR HEALTHCARE ENGINEERING

REGIONAL CAMPUSES (1955+)

REGIONAL CAMPUSES – CALUMET (1950+)

REGIONAL CAMPUSES – COLUMBUS

REGIONAL CAMPUSES – FORT WAYNE

REGIONAL CAMPUSES – INDIANAPOLIS (I.U.P.U.I.)

REGIONAL CAMPUSES – NORTH CENTRAL (MICHIGAN CITY)
REGIONAL UNIVERSITY TRANSPORTATION CENTER
REGIONAL VISUALIZATION AND ANALYTICS CENTER
REGISTRAR, OFFICE OF THE
REGISTRATION
RELIGION AT PURDUE (1880+)
RELOCATION (service for Faculty and staff spouses)
REMNNANT TRUST—EXHIBIT JAN 2005
REPERTORY DANCE COMPANY, PURDUE – see – PURDUE REPERTORY DANCE COMPANY
REPORTER’S CALENDAR – see – PURDUE EVENTS FOR JOURNALISTS
RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CENTER FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS – see – PURDUE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CENTER FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS
RESEARCH AT PURDUE
RESEARCH EXPERIENCE FOR UNDERGRADUATES (REU)
RESEARCH – PATENTS
RESEARCH, VICE PRESIDENT FOR (EFF. 4/15/04)
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS – see – R.O.T.C.
RESIDENCE HALLS AND HOUSING UNITS – see – BUILDINGS – RESIDENCE HALLS AND HOUSING UNITS – APPENDIX (also see individual folders for housing units)
RESNET ADVISORY COUNCIL (2/12/2002)
RESTAURANT, HOTEL AND INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT – see – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
RETAIL INSTITUTE (within School of Consumer Sciences & Retailing)
RETAIL MANAGEMENT – see – CONSUMER AND FAMILY SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF – CONSUMER SCIENCES AND RETAILING
RULES AND REGULATIONS – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – RULES AND REGULATIONS

S.A.R.S. (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) – IMPACT ON CAMPUS LIFE 2003

SAFETY AND SECURITY (includes Director and Office of Safety and Security)

SALARY GUIDE

SALARIES, FACULTY – see – FACULTY – SALARIES

SALARIES, STAFF—see also—FACUTLY—SALARIES

SALUTE TO WOMEN (includes Purdue faculty/staff honored)

SARA LEE INNOVATION COMPETITION

SAROYAN, WILLIAM (visiting professor) – see – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – CREATIVE ARTS

SCHLEMAN HALL – see – BUILDINGS – SCHLEMAN HALL

SCHOLARLY EXCHANGE WITH CUBA, COMMITTEE ON

SCHOLARS AT RISK (Purdue joined network 2000)

SCHOLARS INITIATIVE (2005)

SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS (1970+) – see also – FACULTY AWARDS – see also -- AWARDS – FACULTY AND STAFF – see also – AWARDS – STUDENTS

SCHOLARSHIPS – STEVEN C. BEERING SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOLER, WALTER (architect, Lafayette, Indiana)

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE CENTER – see – EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF – CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FORUM

SCIENCE ANNEX – see – BUILDINGS – SCIENCE ANNEX

SCIENCE BOUND (Indianapolis Public School students)

SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF (1960+)
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – BIOCHEMISTRY
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – CHEMISTRY
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – COMPUTER SCIENCE
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI – see also – ALUMNI -- DISTINGUISHED
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – GEOSCIENCES – see also – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF—K-12 OUTREACH PROGRAM
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – MATHEMATICS
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – PHYSICS
SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – STATISTICS
SCIENCE HALL – see – BUILDINGS – SCIENCE HALL
SCIENCE LAUREATES PROGRAM
SCIENCE NEWSLETTER – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – SCIENCE NEWSLETTER
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD
SCULPTOR-IN-RESIDENCE – see – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – CREATIVE ARTS
SEAL OF THE UNIVERSITY—see Librarian
SEARS LECTURE SERIES
SECRETARY OF FACULTIES
SEMI-CENTENNIAL (seventy-fifth anniversary)
SEMINARS (invited speakers) – see also – CONVOCATIONS & LECTURES – see also – CONFERENCES & SEMINARS
SENATE – see – UNIVERSITY SENATE

SENG-LIANG WANG HALL

SENIOR CLASS GIFT PROJECT AND GIFTS – see – GIFTS

SENIOR FACE OFF

SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 (Purdue reaction+)

SERVICE AND STAFF HANDBOOK – see – CLERICAL AND SERVICE STAFF HANDBOOK

SERVICE FRATERNITIES – see – FRATERNITIES – SERVICE

SERVICE LEARNING PROJECTS (funded by Office of the Provost)—see also—ENGAGEMENT, OFFICE OF

SERVICE STAFF – see – CLERICAL AND SERVICE STAFF

SHIVELEY MEDIA CENTER (located in Ross-Ade Stadium)

SHORTRIDGE, PRESIDENT ABRAHAM C. – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – SHORTRIDGE, ABRAHAM C.

SHREVE COLLECTION – see – LIBRARIES – SHREVE COLLECTION

SHOEMAKER, CAROLYN ERNESTINE – FIRST APPOINTED DEAN OF WOMEN (1868-1933)

SIGMA DELTA CHI AWARDS

SIGMA XI (SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOCIETY)

SITE-SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT CENTER (set up 7/2001)

SLAYTER CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS – see – BUILDINGS – SLAYTER CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

SLAYTER HILL

SLAYTER SLAMMER
SMALLEY CENTER FOR THE HOUSING AND FOOD SCIENCES ADMINISTRATION – see – BUILDINGS – SMALLEY CENTER FOR THE HOUSING AND FOOD SCIENCES ADMINISTRATION

SMART, PRESIDENT, JAMES HENRY – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – SMART, JAMES HENRY

SMOKEFREE PURDUE PROJECT

SMOKESTACK – see – POWER PLANT

SMOKING POLICY (campus wide 2005)—see also—UNIVERSITY SENATE

SOCIETY OF HISPANIC PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

SOCCER, WOMEN – see – ATHLETICS – SOCCER – WOMEN

SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION CONSORTIUM – see – CONSORTIA

SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS

SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

SODBUSTER SOFTBALL

SOLAR RACING TEAM—see—PURDUE SOLAR RACING TEAM

SONGS OF PURDUE

SORORITIES (individual)

SORORITIES (general)

– see also – FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

SOUNDINGS – see – R.O.T.C. – NAVY – SOUNDINGS

SOYBEAN UTILIZATION CONTEST – see also – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – AGRICULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL
SOYBEAN UTILIZATION RESEARCH – see also – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—AGRICULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL

SPACE MANAGEMENT AND ACADEMIC SCHEDULING

SPAN PLAN

SPECIAL BOILERMAKER AWARD

SPECIAL CLASSES – see – CONTINUING EDUCATION

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS – see – LIBRARIES – SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

SPECIAL MERIT PAY (APPROVAL MARCH 2004)

SPECIALIZED CENTER OF RESEARCH AND TRAINING FOR ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT (N.A.S.A.)

SPECTRUM (Volume 1, nos. 1,2,3 only issues published)

SPITZER LIBRARY – see – LIBRARIES

SPOUSAL AND MINORITY BRIDGE PROGRAM

SPRING ARTS FESTIVAL – see – FINE ARTS FESTIVAL

SPRING BREAK

SPRING FEST (1997+)– see also – MOTHER’S DAY WEEKEND

SPRING FLING

SSINFO

STAFF BENEFITS

STAFF OF PURDUE UNIVERSITY – see – FACULTY AND STAFF

STAMPS, FIRST DAY ISSUE

STANLEY COULTER HALL – see – BUILDINGS – STANLEY COULTER HALL

STATE ACADEMIC DECATHALON (administered by Indiana Association of School Principals)

STATE BUDGET COMMITTEE (Indiana)
STATE FAIR

STATEHOUSE UPDATE (Indiana Legislature) – see – INDIANA LEGISLATURE

STATEWIDE HONORS CONFERENCE – see – HSSE, SCHOOL OF

STATEWIDE TECHNOLOGY AND ENGAGEMENT

STATISTICS – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – STATISTICS

STATISTICS IN THE COMMUNITY (STATCOM)

STEWARD CENTER – see – BUILDINGS – STEWARD CENTER

STEWARD CENTER DEDICATION LISTS – see – BUILDINGS – STEWARD CENTER

STEWARD, R.B. AND LILLIAN – see – FACULTY AND STAFF, STEWART, R.B. AND LILLIAN

STONE, PRESIDENT WINTHROP E. – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – STONE, WINTHROP E.

STRATEGIC PLAN 2002-2006 (approved by Board of Trustees 11/2/2001)

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT (OFFICE OF) (1/2001)

STUDENT ACTION – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS – “UNDERGROUND” STUDENT NEWSPAPER

STUART FIELD

STUDENT ACCESS, TRANSITION AND SUCCESS PROGRAMS

STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE – see – UNIVERSITY SENATE – STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

STUDENT CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

STUDENT CONCERT COMMITTEE

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT SERVICES OFFICE

STUDENT EXPONENT – see – REGIONAL CAMPUSES – FORT WAYNE
STUDENT FEES

STUDENT GOVERNMENT (1965+) – see also – GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

STUDENT GOVERNMENT – PUBLICATIONS

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER – see – PURDUE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

STUDENT HOSPITAL (until September 1991) – see – PURDUE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

STUDENT HOUSING – see – BUILDINGS – RESIDENCE HALLS AND HOUSING UNITS – see also – HOUSING, STUDENT

STUDENT LOAN FUND – see – FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS

STUDENT RADIO—see—PURDUE STUDENT RADIO

STUDENT RESERVISTS – see – ENROLLMENT

STUDENT RETENION – see also – PURDUE UNIVERSITY LILLY ENDOWMENT RETENTION

STUDENT SERVICES

STUDENT UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS (SURF)

STUDENT UNION – see – BUILDINGS – MEMORIAL UNION

STUDENT WELLNESS OFFICE

STUDENTS (filed alphabetically by last name)

STUDENTS – INTERNSHIPS

STUDENTS AGAINST TERRORISM (2002 Spring) – see also – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – PROTESTS – see also – PURDUE STUDENTS AGAINST SWEATSHOPS

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – 1960’s; 1970’s; 1980’s; 1990’s; 2000-2001-2002-2003-

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – APARTHEID AND DIVESTMENT – see – TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – APARTHEID AND DIVESTMENT

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – BLOCK P (card section)
STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE—COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – EMPLOYMENT

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – FINAL EXAMINATIONS

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – GRADUATE STUDENTS

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – HONOR SOCIETIES

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – MOCK POLITICAL CONVENTION

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE—THE NATURAL LOG (Vol. 1 Edition 1, April 19, 2005)

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – PROTESTS – see also – PURDUE STUDENTS AGAINST SWEATSHOPS – see also – STUDENTS AGAINST TERRORISM

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – RESEARCH (Undergraduate)

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE—RESIDENT ASSISTANTS

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – RULES AND REGULATIONS

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE—STUDENT RIGHTS

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – VISITATION HOURS IN RESIDENCE HALLS

STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE—VOLUNTEERING

STUDENTS ASSISTING VOLUNTEER EFFORTS (SAVE) 2001+

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE – PROTESTS

STUDENTS FOR HEALTHY HEARTS

STUDY ABROAD – see – PROGRAMS FOR STUDY ABROAD

STUDY IN A SECOND DISCIPLINE

STYLE BOOK FOR PURDUE UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS

SUMMER CAMPS ATHLETICS – see – ATHLETICS – SUMMER CAMPS
SUMMER CONCERT SERIES

SUMMER INSTITUTES FOR SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING
TEACHERS – see – NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION SUMMER INSTITUTES
FOR SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, AND ENGINEERING

SUMMER SESSION

SUMMER START

SUMMER THEATRE – see – THEATRE OR PLAYSHOP

SUPER SATURDAY – see – EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF, EDUCATIONAL
STUDIES – GIFTED EDUCATION RESOURCE INSTITUTE OR HSSE, SCHOOL
OF – EDUCATION – GIFTED EDUCATION RESOURCE INSTITUTE

SUPERVISION PROGRAMS – see – TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF –
ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP SUPERVISION OR CONTINUING EDUCATION
– SUPERVISION PROGRAMS

SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

SUPPLIER DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT (2005)—see also—DIVERSITY
RESOURCE OFFICE

SURF—see—STUDENT UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS

SURPLUS AND WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS

SWEATSHOPS – see – PURDUE STUDENTS AGAINST SWEATSHOPS

SYCAMORE REVIEW – see – HSSE SCHOOL OF ENGLISH DEPT – see also –
LIBERAL ARTS SCHOOL OF ENGLISH DEPT.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA – see – MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS – SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

SYMPOSIUM ON LEADERSHIP—ANNUAL (first one May 10, 2005)

SYMPOSIUMS

231 RELOCATION PROJECT

TAEVIS (TACTICAL ACCESS OF EDUCATION FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED
STUDENTS)
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT—see—DOMESTIC AND INTIMATE VIOLENCE AWARENESS WEEK

TAIWAN PROJECT

TARKINGTON, NEWTON BOOTH – see – ALUMNI – TARKINGTON, NEWTON BOOTH

TASK FORCE FAIR LABOR PRACTICES IN RELATION TO PURDUE CLOTHING (Fall 1999)

TEACHER EVALUATIONS

TEACHING ACADEMY (Honorary Induction Sept 25, 1997)

TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARDS/HONORS

TECH CHALLENGES LECTURE SERIES (2005)—see also—ENGINEERS WEEK

TECH WIZARDS (Indiana Youth Institute)

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (T.A.P.)

TECHNICAL EXTENSION DIVISION – see – TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, PURDUE UNIVERSITY

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE – see – LIBRARIES – TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, PURDUE UNIVERSITY

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF (up to 1999, 2000+)

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – AVIATION TECHNOLOGY (1944+)—see also--CENTENNIAL OF FLIGHT

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF—AVIATION TECHNOLOGY—AIR RACE CLASSIC, JUNE 22-24, 2005

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – COMPUTER AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF—DEAN’S LECTURE SERIES
TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS
TECHNOLOGY (11/1998)

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF—DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF—MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP & SUPERVISION

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – STATEWIDE TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF – TECHNICAL GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT – see – DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS

TECHNOLOGY, COLLEGE OF—TECHNOLOGY WEEK

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER INITIATIVE

TECUMSEH PROJECT—see—NATIVE AMERICAN COHORT

TECUMSEH TRAIN – see – INDIANA HISTORY – TECUMSEH TRAIL


TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (effective 3/8/1997), includes TELEPHONE SYSTEM NEW UPGRADE

TELEFUND

TENNIS CENTER – see – BUILDINGS – DENNIS J AND MARY LOU SCHWARTZ TENNIS CENTER

TERAGRID—see—ROSEN CENTER FOR ADVANCED COMPUTING

TEXTBOOKS
THEATRE (before 1970, 1970+) – see also – PLAYSHOP
THEATRE—COLLEGE WIDOW PERFORMANCE—FEB. 17-26, 2006 (opening performance of the Nancy T. Hansen Theatre)

THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES RESEARCH CENTER (T.P.R.C.)


TICKETS, FOOTBALL – see – ATHLETICS – FOOTBALL
TIME CAPSULE (to be opened in 2069 by University Officials) – see – CENTENNIAL

TIPPECANOE NOTABLE TEENS (TNT)

T.L.T. (TEACHING and LEARNING with TECHNOLOGY)

TOBACCO ROAD – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS – “UNDERGROUND” STUDENT NEWSPAPER

TOM SPURGEON GOLF TRAINING CENTER – see – BUILDINGS—SPURGEON GOLF TRAINING CENTER)

TOP FARMER CROP WORKSHOP

TORNADO AWARENESS

TOUR – SELF-GUIDED (Campus)

TRACE LEVEL RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR RESIDUES AND METABOLITES

TRADITIONS – see – CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS

TRAIN WRECK (October 31, 1903) – see – PURDUE TRAIN WRECK OF 1903

TRAINING AND RESEARCH FACILITY AT THE AGRONOMY CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION—see also—BECK AGRICULTURAL CENTER

TRANSPORTATION/DISTRIBUTION/LOGISTICS (TDL) (2nd held 2004 Sept. IPLS)

TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING CENTER – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING STUDIES

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
TRAX (launched Fall 1999)

TREATMENT STORAGE AND DISPOSAL FACILITY

TRIMESTER PLAN

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF [1936+] (Individuals filed alphabetically by last name) – see also – FACULTY AND STAFF

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – ANDERSON, BYRON

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – APARTHEID AND DIVESTMENT

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – ARNETT H.M.O.

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – DAWSON, JOSEPH S.

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – HORTICULTURE PARK PROJECT

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF—LILLY, JOSIAH K.

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF—MAJOR, CHARLES

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – MCGINLEY, TIMOTHY

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – O’BRIEN, WILLIAM H.

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – PEIRCE, MARTIN L.

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – ROSS, DAVID EDWARD

TRUSTEES, BOARD OF – STUDENT TRUSTEE

TUITION

TUNNELS (Campus)

TURFGRASS RESEARCH CENTER – see – WILLIAM H. DANIEL TURFGRASS RESEARCH & DIAGNOSTIC CENTER

TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY (01/01/2000+)

TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY LOGISTICS SYMPOSIUM (09/16/2003)
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY FUND (state established)

TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY SCHOLARS PROGRAM

TYLER, VARRO E. LECTURE SERIES—see also—PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCE

ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK CHALLENGE

ULTRA-COMPETENCY NANOTECHNOLOGY CENTER (2001+)

UNDERGRADUATE HONORS PROGRAM (APPROVED UNIVERSITY SENATE 1/26/04)

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY—see—LIBRARIES—UNDERGRADUATE—see also—BUILDINGS—HICKS UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH INTERNSHIP PROGRAM—DISCOVERY PARK

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES PROGRAM (merged with University Division June 4, 2001)

UNDERGROUND CONCERT COMMITTEE

UNION BARGAINING—see—CLERICAL AND SERVICE STAFF

UNITED ASSOCIATION (UA ARCHIVES/LIBRARY)

UNITED STATES AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (USAID)

UNITED WAY—see also—COMMUNITY RELATIONS

UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT—OFFICE OF—see also—UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT—see also—UNIVERSITY RELATIONS OFFICE—see also—DISCOVER PURDUE (campaign 2001–2002)

UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT

UNIVERSITY CABLE (television)

UNIVERSITY CLUB

UNIVERSITY COPYRIGHT OFFICE

UNIVERSITY DAY
UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT – see also – UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT, OFFICE OF (11/2/2000)

UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT – PURDUE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT – PURDUE PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION

UNIVERSITY DIVISION – see – UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES PROGRAM (as of June 4, 2001)

UNIVERSITY EDITION – see also – PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS

UNIVERSITY HALL – see – BUILDINGS – UNIVERSITY HALL

UNIVERSITY HONORS CONVOCATION

UNIVERSITY LOGO (revision 2002)

UNIVERSITY PHARMACY

UNIVERSITY PLACE

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS OFFICE – see also – UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT, OFFICE OF (11/2/2000)

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTES

UNIVERSITY RESIDENCES

UNIVERSITY SEAL – see – SEAL OF THE UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY SENATE (up to 1999, 2000+)

UNIVERSITY SENATE – STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

UNIVERSITY SING

UPWARD Bound

UTILITY FORECASTING GROUP

VAGINA MONOLOGUES

VENTURE
VISUALIZATION CENTER FOR DATA ANALYSIS (PMU)

VIVANTE, AUTURE – see – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – ENGLISH

VOLLEYBALL – see – ATHLETICS – VOLLEYBALL

VOTER REGISTRATION – see – STUDENTS AND STUDENT LIFE

W.B.A.A. (1924+)

W.C.C.R.

W. WAYNE BOOKER ENDOWED CHAIR IN INFORMATION LITERACY—see—LIBRARIES—W. WAYNE BOOKER ENDOWED CHAIR IN INFORMATION LITERACY

WADE UTILITY PLANT – see – BUILDINGS – WADE UTILITY PLANT

WALTER SCHOLER, ARCHITECT—see—SCHOLER, WALTER

WAR ON IRAQ (3/19/03) (campus scenes and reactions)

WARD, RUTH MIRIAM HEISS – see – HEISS, RUTH MIRIAM

WATER TOWER (located in University Acres, top of Slayter Hill)

WASTES

WAYNE T. & MARY T. HOCKMEYER HALL OF STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY—see also—DISCOVERY PARK

WEATHER SERVICE – see – AGRICULTURAL WEATHER SERVICE

WEB AT PURDUE – see – WORLD WIDE WEB (at Purdue)

WELDON SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING (OCT 2004)

WEST LAFAYETTE, INDIANA (Purdue-related)

WESTWOOD (PRESIDENT’S HOUSE—President Hansen first occupant, 1971)

WETHERILL LABORATORIES OF CHEMISTRY – see – SCIENCE, COLLEGE OF – CHEMISTRY
WHITE, PRESIDENT EMERSON E. – see – PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY – WHITE, EMERSON E.

WHO CARES – see – STUDENT PUBLICATIONS – “UNDERGROUND” STUDENT NEWSPAPER

WILEY HALL SHOOTING (10/16/1996)

WILEY (R.B.) MEMORIAL – see – LIBRARIES – WILEY (R.B.) MEMORIAL

WILL ROGERS—see—ROGERS, WILL

WILLIAM H. DANIEL TURFGRASS RESEARCH & DIAGNOSTIC CENTER

WIRED (Workforce Innovation in Regional Economic Development)

WIRELESS COMPUTING – see – PURDUE AIR LINK (P.A.L.)

WOLF PARK (BATTLEGROUN)

WOMEN AT PURDUE

WOMEN ENGINEERS – see – ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF – SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS

WOMEN IN AVIATION (Oct 18-20, 1998) (includes Linda Finch, replicated flight of Amelia Earhart in 1997) – see also – FACULTY – EARHART, AMELIA

WOMEN IN ENGINEERING PROGRAM (INCLUDES HISTORY OF) – see also—ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF—SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS

WOMEN IN SCIENCE PROGRAM

WOMEN OF PURDUE AWARD—see—MORTAR BOARD (Barbara Cook chapter)

WOMEN’S CAUCUS

WOMEN’S CLUB

WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH – see also – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – WOMEN’S STUDIES

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP SERIES

WOMEN’S RESOURCE OFFICE
WOMEN'S STUDIES – see – LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF – WOMEN'S STUDIES – see also – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – WOMEN'S STUDIES

WOMEN'S WEEK – see – PLACEMENT SERVICE

WOMEN WRITERS SERIES (3/2000+)

WORK-LIFE WELLNESS PROGRAM – see also – E.A.P. WORK-LIFE WELLNESS PROGRAM

WORK-STUDY PROGRAM – see – FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION (WPA)

WORLD WAR I (at Purdue)—see—WAR YEARS AT PURDUE (World War I and World War II)

WORLD WAR II (at Purdue)—see—WAR YEARS AT PURDUE (World War I and World War II)

WORLD WIDE WEB (at Purdue)

WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, CHICAGO 1893 (portion of booklet covering buildings)

WRITER-IN-RESIDENCE – see – HSSE, SCHOOL OF – ENGLISH

WRITING LAB – see – ONLINE WRITING LAB (O.W.L.)

YEAR 2000

Y.M.C.A. – see – YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

YOUNG ENGINEER SERIES (YES)

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

ZUCROW, MAURICE J. LABORATORIES (includes High Pressure Laboratory)